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How to use this book

Learning and Teaching
The books in this series are designed for learners working in pairs.
They can also be used by people working on their own
Apart from the book, learners need only a pen (or pencil) and exercise 
book (or paper).

Core and Extension
Learners working as part of a class work at different paces. Each chapter 
has a core component, which many learners finish in about an hour.
The extension component consists of additional activities which will 
interest the learners who have finished the core. It also provides 
opportunities for the teacher to bring the class together in activities such 
as games or role play.

Marking
There is no marking except for what the teacher does going around the 
class.
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Linguistics
All three books in this series are based on modern Linguistics, the 
scientific study of language.
A particular debt for Writing for Learning must be acknowledged: 
Professor Michael Hoey of Liverpool University gave detailed help to the 
author in preparing the first edition of this book. (See the bibliography.) It 
is his work in the field of discourse analysis which is mediated here to 
schools and adult learners. The model is that pioneered by the late Dr. 
Eugene Winter.
Applied Linguistics
The course uses the well-tried and highly successful methods of Applied 
Linguistics (Teaching English as a Foreign Language).
People throughout the ages have learned foreign languages by joining 
the community using that language and picking it up by osmosis. This is 
also the way people in the past have picked up academic language - if 
they have been fortunate enough to be surrounded by it.
Nowadays people all over the world need to learn English and few have 
time to pick it up in the old way. To meet their needs for a quick mastery of 
the kind of English they need for their diverse purposes, Applied 
Linguistics has developed highly professional methods for speeding up 
that process.
Many young people do not grow up surrounded by academic language. 
This course uses the insights and methods of Applied Linguistics to 
familiarise them explicitly with the particular features of that language.
Independent Learning
The course is part of the current move to making learners responsible for 
their own learning. The Open University offers the model of the future - 
students working their way through professionally researched and 
prepared courses as and when they wish.
Because few teachers are as yet trained to handle this material with 
confidence, the course has been designed for self-access. In classroom 
situations this frees the teacher to monitor and help individuals.
The course could be mediated through computer, but books are still the 
cheapest, most reliable and most flexible means of learning for most 
people and the publishers have decided to stay with the book for the 
moment.



Results of the first edition
The first edition of this course - under the title Illuminating English - was 
systematically trialled in a comprehensive school during the period 1985-
91. It had the effect of dramatically raising the percentage of pupils 
gaining five or more G.C.S.E. passes grades A - C across the curriculum.
Book 2 Reading for Learning raised the percentage from the national 
average of 30% to 48%.
The present book raised it still further to 57% (1991).
(See the bibliography at the back of this book: Mason, Mason and Quayle 
1992; Mason and Mason 1996.)
G.C.S.E. examinations
The book remains essentially the same, except that three chapters have 
been added in which learners are given the opportunity to apply the 
patterns taught in the book to G.C.S.E. examination questions across the 
curriculum. This will help to solve the age-old problem of well-prepared 
learners doing less well than they should because they have not 
understood the question.
Complex sentences
The work on this well-known feature of academic language has been 
transferred from the old Book 2 to the present book.
Fasttrack for older learners
The course is being used increasingly by students in Colleges of Further 
Education and by adults working alone. The self-access nature of the 
books makes it peculiarly suitable for such learners.
Such learners grasp the concepts in the books very quickly. Since their 
time is often limited, many such students can work through a "Fasttrack'' 
version of the course, leaving out the extensions. The following chapters 
are those suggested:
Book 1 chapters: 1,2,5,6,7,8,9,12,13,14,19,20,21,22 
Book 2:chapters: 5,6,9,12,14,16,18,20,22,24 
Book 3:chapters: 6,9,10,11,12,15,20,21,22



Chapter 1 - Writing Stories:

Problem - Solution

In this chapter you will learn:
1. That stories have a structure:

•Situation
•Problem
•Solution
•Outcome

2. Some differences between telling and writing stories.
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Stories
All human beings tell stories. When we are children, we enjoy stories like 
Cinderella and Jack and the Beanstalk. Later we enjoy stories on film and 
television - like Coronation Street or Neighbours.

1. If you are working with a partner, tell one another the names of 
some stories that you remember being told as a child.
If you are working alone, think of some stories.

2. Name some films you have enjoyed.

3. What television stories (soap-operas) do you watch?

4. Tell your partner { or think about) a story about yourself - for 
example, something that happened to you when you were a small 
child.

What is a story?
Not all the sentences that people string together are stories. But we all know 
what is a story and what is something else.
Read each of the short passages labelled A - F below. Some are stories and 
some are not.
Write the Letters A - F on your paper. Put a tick against those passages 
which you think are stories. Put a cross against those which are not 
stories.

A. Pete's school had a strict rule that everyone had to turn up to PE. lessons 
with the correct kit. The PE. teacher was very fierce and Pete always made 
sure that he had his kit with him on P.E. days. One day Pete's kit was with 
the rest of the family wash in the machine when disaster struck. The door 
wouldn't open! There was no way he could get his kit out ready for the 
lesson, so Pete's mother wrote a note to the P.E. teacher explaining what 
had happened. To Pete's relief the teacher laughed and sent him to spend 
the P.E. lesson in the library.

B. Rula hated crossing the park. It was nice to be out in the fresh air, but 
there were dogs who ran after her and barked. Worst of all, her particular 
enemies would lie in wait for her there.
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C. Autumn is a sad time of year. The leaves, which have been green 
and red and yellow, fall off the trees and lie brown and sodden in the 
gutters. The nights get longer and we know that soon we shall be 
getting up in the dark.

D. Narbal and Rihta had found the treasure of the Black Pirate and were 
trying to get home with it. They were resting in the deserted cottage 
but realised their enemies had discovered them. There were armed 
men all round the house and even on the roof. In a moment they 
would break in and kill them. Then Rihta cried: "There's a loose 
board here." Narbal prised it up and they saw a dusty ladder leading 
into an underground chamber. Rihta and Narbal scrambled down it 
and pulled the board in place above them. Out of the chamber was a 
stone passageway leading away from the house. "We're saved!" 
whispered Narbal.

E. I am afraid of fireworks, so I stay in on Bonfire Night. I hear the 
bangers and the smell gets in even through my closed windows. I 
hate Bonfire Night.

F. Amber's father was away at the war. Amber missed him very much. 
The other children were too little to remember him well, but Amber 
and her mother felt the house very empty without him. When the war 
ended, Amber's father came home. All the family were overjoyed.

1

2

Discuss why the ones you have chosen are stories and the others 
are not. In other words, what makes a story?

Consider the passages which you decide were not stories. What do 
you think they were? (For instance: part of a story? a description? an 
opinion?)
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The structure of stories
If you look again at the passages that are stories (A,D and F), you will see 
that they all have a four-part structure. For example:

1 Pete's school had a strict rule that everyone had to turn up to P.E. 
lessons with the correct kit. The P.E. teacher was very fierce and 
Pete always made sure he had his kit with him on P.E. days.

2 One day Pete's kit was with the rest of the family wash in the 
machine, when disaster struck. The door wouldn't open! There was 
no way he could get his kit out ready for the lesson,

3 so Pete's mother wrote a note to the P.E. teacher explaining what 
had happened.

4 To Pete's relief the teacher laughed and sent him to spend the P.E. 
lesson in the library.

We can label the four parts of the story structure as follows:

1. Situation
: Pete's school had a strict rule that everyone had to turn up to 

P.E. lessons with the correct kit. The P.E. teacher was very 
fierce and Pete always made sure he had his kit with him on 
P.E. days.

2. Problem: One day Pete's kit was with the rest of the family wash in the 
machine, when disaster struck. The door wouldn't open! 
There was no way he could get his kit out ready for the 
lesson,

3. Solution: so Pete's mother wrote a note to the P.E. teacher explaining 
what had happened.

4. Outcome
: To Pete's relief the teacher laughed and sent him to spend 

the P.E. lesson in the library.
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The story about Narbal and Rihta can be labelled in the same way.
Write on your paper the headings below. (Leave several lines below 
each heading.)

Situation
Problem
Solution
Outcome

Write out the four parts of Story D under the appropriate headings:
D
.

Narbal and Rihta had found the treasure of the Black Pirate and were 
trying to get home with it. They were resting in the deserted cottage 
/but realised their enemies had discovered them. There were armed 
men all round the house and even on the roof. In a moment they would 
break in and kill them. /Then Rihta cried: "There's a loose board here." 
Narbal prised it up and they saw a dusty ladder leading into an 
underground chamber. Rihta and Narbal scrambled down it and pulled 
the board in place above them. Out of the chamber was a stone 
passageway leading away from the house. / "We're saved!" whispered 
Narbal.

Write out the same headings, and under them the four parts of story F. 
(Note that a part may consist of more than one sentence or only part of a 
sentence.)

F. Amber's father was away at the war. Amber missed him very much.
The other children were too little to remember him well, but Amber and 
her mother felt the house very empty without him. When the war 
ended, Amber's father came home. All the family were overjoyed.
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Order in stories
1 Below are some simple four-part stories. 

The parts are in the wrong order, 
however.On your paper write:

Situation
Problem
Solution
Outcome

Write the number of each part next to the headings, so that the parts 
are in the correct order.
A. 1.

2.

3
4.

Sheila wanted to go to a party. It was her best friend's eighteenth 
birthday and everyone would be there.
Her sister was in a good mood and lent her a very trendy one. 
Sheila was the best-dressed person there!
She asked her sister to lend her a dress.
She hadn't got a suitable dress. She had spilt glue on her old one 
and it wouldn't come off.

B. 1.
2.
3.
4.

Nearly all the tinned food had gone.
so that there would be a crop for her to eat later in the year.
After the war Margot was the only person left alive in the valley.
 However, there was still a big sack of potatoes. Margot decided to 
plant some,

C. 1.
2.
3.

4.

Joan's mum had a favourite teapot.
Their mother was angry with him and not Joan.
Her brother told their mother he had been tickling Joan and made 
her drop the teapot.
One day Joan was dusting the mantelpiece and dropped the 
precious pot. It broke into several pieces.

Read aloud to one another the stories you have just put in order. 
Check that they sound right.
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Telling and writing stories
Although some people have a lot of good ideas, they write poor stories 
because they do not realise their readers expect a certain pattern. The work 
you have done in this chapter will help you write better stories.
There are also differences between telling a story and writing a story. For 
example, when you are telling a story to a friend, you do not always have to 
start with the Situation, because your friend already knows the background 
to the story. You might begin: "Do you know what she said today?" And it is 
very likely that your friend will know who she is.
You never know who is going to read what you write, so you have to make 
the Situation very clear at the beginning. So you will have to write very 
clearly who she is. (For instance: Our teacher, Miss Scattergood, is well-
known for her sharp tongue.)
Stories will only feel like stories if they have a point to them - what we have 
called a Problem. Our story about Miss Scattergood might go on: The other 
day she told Herbert Smoke, "I've seen faster thinkers than you in our  
goldfish bowl."
This creates a problem for Herbert Smoke, which he has to respond to in 
some way - what we have called a Solution. The story might go on: 
Herbert turned bright red.
The story is not finished until we add something that makes the reader feel 
it is at an end - what we have called an Outcome. This story might end: 
The class thought it was a shame for Herbert and disliked Miss 
Scattergood even more.

Write another story which begins with the same Situation as the one 
above.

Make up your own Problem, Solution and Outcome.
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Below are some simple stories with one of their four parts missing.
Make up the missing part and write it out, so that the stories are 
complete.
A. Situation:

Problem:

Solution:

Outcome:

Jamila had three little sisters.
She had to help them get up in the morning so she was 
often late for school.
She persuaded her brother to help her. At first he was 
not very helpful, but he soon learned how to tie 
shoelaces and make breakfast.

B. Situation:

Problem:

Solution:
Outcome:

Rula hated crossing the park. It was nice to be out in the 
fresh air,
but there were dogs who ran after her and barked. Worst 
of all, her particular enemies would lie in wait for her 
there.

Rula was not afraid any more.

C. Situation:

Problem:

Solution:
Outcome:

Emil loved music. As a child, he wanted to play the piano 
and guitar.

He took up singing instead.
When he grew up he became a well-known baritone. He 
never regretted his decision.

Read aloud to one another the stories you have completed. Check 
that they sound like stories.
Tell the story of the latest episode of your favourite television soap- 
opera.
Discuss whether it fits the pattern: Situation, Problem, Solution, 
Outcome.

Making up stories
Make up more outline stories using the structure:

Situation Problem Solution Outcome
Choose one of your story outlines and write it up as a full story, 
adding descriptions of people and places and also dialogue to make 
it as vivid as you can.
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Chapter 2 - Writing Stories:

Chaining

In this chapter you will learn:

That in some stories several Problem - Solution structures 
may be chained together:

1. because there is at least one unsuccessful outcome,

2. because, as one problem is solved, another one arises.
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Revision
We learned in Chapter 1 that stories have a four-part structure:
Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome.
Below are four parts of a story. They are not in the right order.
Write out the numbers of the parts in the correct order.

1. Jack went to the market. Everyone knew that Jack's cow was a 
good milker, so he sold her for a good price.

2. Jack's father had died, and
3. Jack and his mother had enough to live on for a long time.
4. Jack and his mother were left with nothing but a cow.

Read the story aloud.

Does it make sense?

Chaining
The story you have just put together in Exercise 1 is structured like a 
story, but it is not particularly interesting. In fact, no-one would bother to 
tell the story of Jack and the Beanstalk if Jack had actually got to the 
market and exchanged the cow for money instead of beans!
In all the stories we looked at in Chapter 1, there was one Situation, 
followed by a single Problem and a single Solution. They all ended with a 
successful Outcome.
In this chapter we shall look at some of the ways in which the basic 
Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome pattern can be varied to make a 
longer and more interesting story.

"IF AT FIRST YOU DON'T SUCCEED........"
One way of making stories longer is to have an Unsuccessful Outcome, 
so that people have to think up another solution in order to solve the 
problem. This can happen as often as you like.
We call this a Chain. The story goes on until a successful Outcome is 
arrived at. Then the story can finish.

10
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This is what happens in the story below:

THE GREAT BIG ENORMOUS TURNIP

Situation: Once upon a time an old man planted a little turnip and 
said "Grow, grow, little turnip, grow sweet. Grow, grow, 
little turnip, grow strong".

Problem: Then, one day the old man went to pull it up.

Solution 1: He pulled and pulled again,

Unsuccessful
Outcome:

but he could not pull it up.

Solution 2: He called the old woman. The old woman pulled the old 
man. The old man pulled the turnip. And they pulled and 
pulled again,

Unsuccessful
Outcome:

but they could not pull it up.

Solution 3: So the old woman called her granddaughter. The 
granddaughter pulled the old woman. The old woman 
pulled the old man. The old man pulled the turnip. And 
they pulled and pulled again,

Unsuccessful
Outcome:

but they could not pull it up.

Continue the story, bringing in other members of the family, the cat, the 
dog, the mouse etc. for at least three more episodes.
Finish with a successful Outcome: And up came the turnip at last!
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One Problem After Another
Another way of making stories longer and more interesting is to use the 
Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome structure more than once, so 
that as fast as one problem is solved, another turns up.

Situation: Amber's father was away at the war.

Problem: Amber missed him very much. The other children were too 
little to remember him well, but Amber and her mother felt the 
house very empty without him.

Solution: When the war ended, Amber's father came home.

Outcome: All the family were overjoyed.

We could continue this story as follows:

(We shall use the end of the first episode as the new Situation.)

Situation: Amber's father had returned home after the war.

Problem: There was no work for him and he got very depressed,

Solution: until Amber persuaded him to get his old motorbike going 
again.

Outcome: He was able to take the family in turn round the countryside on 
the pillion. This made him feel much better.

Write an outline of the next episode in the story of Amber and her 
family under the headings:

Situation Problem Solution Outcome
The new Situation will be the Outcome of the second episode:
Situation: Amber's father enjoyed taking his family out on the pillion of 

his motorbike.
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Write a story for little children which has a similar structure to The Great 
Big Enormous Turnip.

Try it out by reading it to any little children you know.

Describe an episode from a soap opera you have watched. How far 
does the Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome framework fit that 
episode? As one problem is resolved, does another one appear to keep you 
interested? What happened at the end of each episode?

Draft a new episode for your favourite soap opera. Apply what you have 
learned about the structure of stories. Use Situation - Problem - Solution -  
Outcome as many times as you need. Finish with a Problem. (That will 
make people want to see the next episode.)
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Make up your own television serial - for example, one based on your 
neighbourhood or school.

Draft the outline of three episodes, using Situation - Problem - Solution 
– Outcome.

Act out the episodes within the framework you have drafted.

Write out the script of one of the episodes you have devised.

Act it out in front of the class.

14
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Chapter 3 - Writing Stories:

Some variations on problem -solution

In this chapter you will learn:

1. that we often find a single solution to several 
problems.

2. that we also find several possible solutions to a 
single problem.

3. that the order Problem - Solution may be reversed

4. that we can rewrite Problem - Solution as Action - 
Reason.

15



Several problems - one solution
So far we have studied the structure of stories and academic writing in 
separate chapters. In this chapter we shall look at some of the variations 
on Problem - Solution structure in both kinds of writing.
First we shall see how several Problems can sometimes be dealt with by 
a single solution. For example:

Situation: Narbal and Rhita were escaping through the forest.

Problems: 1.It was getting dark.
2.They were very tired.
3.There were wild animals in the forest.

Solution: They climbed a tree and settled down to sleep in the 
branches.

Outcome: They were safe for the moment and could continue their 
journey the next morning.

Below is the outline of a story. The Solution is missing. 
Invent one solution for all three problems.
Situation: An atomic bomb had been dropped on the city where Jarama 

lived.
Problems: 1.There were no living people in the streets.

2.All the buildings had been demolished.
3.There was a danger of radiation.

Solution:

Outcome: Jarama was safe for the time being.

Below is another story outline. This time the Problem section is missing. 
Write down three Problems to which this is the Solution.
Situation: Ellen had been playing truant.

Problems:

Solution: She went back to school.

Outcome: After a bit of fuss, things went back to normal.

16
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One problem - several solutions
In both stories and academic writing, we sometimes find the opposite of 
what we have just been studying - that is, just one problem for which there 
are several solutions. For example:

Situation: Rihta and Narbal spent the night in the tree and climbed down 
in the morning.

Problem: They still had to escape from their enemies.

Solutions: 1.They could hide the treasure and come back for it later. They 
would then be travelling lighter.
2.They could change direction and so foil their enemies.
3.They could ask for help from the local people.

Outcome:

If you are working with a partner, take it in turn to do the following: 
Think of a problem in your own life. (If you haven't got any problems, 
make one up!) Tell him/her about it. Your partner will think of three 
possible solutions for your problem.
If you are working on your own, think about the problem.
Do the same thing, taking turns, but this time taking on the role of 
someone you have read about in the paper or have seen on television.
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Problem - Solution: Reversing the order
Here is another outline story in the order we have come to expect:

Situation: Rajender had a goldfish called Gruber.

Problem: One day she noticed that Gruber had developed a white 
scab on his back.

Solution: So she took him to the vet.

Outcome: The vet gave her some liquid to put in Gruber's water. In a 
few days the scab had gone.

It would be possible to change the order of Problem - Solution without 
changing the meaning. For example:

Solution: One day Rajender took Gruber to the vet,

Problem: because he had developed a white scab on his 
back.

Here is another example:

Problem: Somebody was banging on the door.

Solution: Angrily Griselda opened it.

This could be rewritten:

Solution: Angrily Griselda opened the door.

Problem: Somebody had been banging on it.

Note that there are several ways of rewriting.(For example: Angrily  
Griselda opened the door, which somebody had been banging on.)
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Rewrite the following Problem - Solution parts in the reverse order: 
(You may have to add some words and change others.)
Problem: The light went out,
Solution: so I put a new bulb in.

Problem: The weather was awful.
Solution: Therefore, I decided to stay in and write letters.

Problem: Gordon likes to avoid the crowds.
Solution: He goes shopping early.

Problem: The old man wanted the bus to stop.
Solution: He put his hand out.

Problem: Hester had been thinking about her friends in America,
Solution: so she wrote them a letter.

Problem: I needed to get some money,
Solution: so I took on a paper round.

Read the sentences you have written aloud, to check that they sound 
right. 
Rewrite the first example in as many different ways as you can think 
of.

Actions and reasons
In the example below, we have reversed the Problem - Solution pattern:

Solution: Rajender took Gruber to the vet,

Problem: because he had developed a white scab on his 
back.

We could re-label this:

Action: Rajender took Gruber to the vet,

Reason: because he had developed a white scab on his 
back.

We often do this when the Problem and Solution have occurred in the past. 
They then become the Action and the Reason for the action.
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One problem - several solutions
Think of a personal problem - real or imaginary.
Write to the "Agony Aunts" of several different newspapers for their 
solutions.
Write the Aunts' replies, making them all different.

The above exercise can be done as a class in groups of (say) 4. Each 
student writes out a problem three times and passes it to others. Then 
each student, pretending to be an "Agony Aunt", offer his/her solution to 
each problem.
Compare the solutions.

Several problems - one solution
Imagine you are a gardener*. Think of several related problems - shade, 
acid soil, slugs, for example.
Write into the radio programme Gardener's Question Time. Write the 
experts' replies, giving a single solution to all the problems.
*Or a car-driver, or a DIY amateur etc.

This can be done as a class exercise, with some learners playing the role 
of questioners and experts and the whole class acting as the audience.
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Chapter 4 - Writing Stories:

Expansion and Contraction

In this chapter you will learn:

How to make your stories more interesting by the use 
of:

• detail

• description

• dialogue

• a changed order – flashback

How to summarise stories.

21



Detail
So far we have examined very short stories - little more than outlines or 
plans for stories. In this chapter we shall look at some ways of expanding 
them into full stories.
We shall begin with detail. Here is another story outline:

Situation: Marcus was a Martian, living on the uninhabited planet of 
Venus.

Problems: He was a happy Martian but lonely, because there was no-
one like himself on Venus.

Solution: He decided to fly to Mars. It would only take 4 million days.

Outcome: Poor Marcus was burnt up on entering the Martian 
atmosphere.

Expand the next three sections of the story by adding detail.

Read the finished story over.

Discuss how it could be improved.

22

We can expand this story at every point by adding detail. For example:
Situation:
Many years before this story begins, a group of Martian explorers had 
travelled to the neighbouring planet of Venus. They had found it 
possible to make a life for themselves on the planet and they continued 
their exploration of Venus over a period of several Venusian centuries.
Martian babies were born on Venus and grew up knowing no other 
home. Eventually, however, the Martian explorers grew homesick and 
made their way back to Mars. The last expedition had left three years 
before, leaving only one young Martian behind on Venus. This was 
Marcus.
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Description of people
Another way of expanding stories is by adding descriptions of characters.
For example, we could continue the story overleaf.

Continue the description of Marcus. Or write a different description of 
him. 

Read your description aloud.

Discuss how it can be made more vivid to your reader.

23

Marcus was a handsome Martian. His two heads moved freely in their 
sockets, so that his eyes could see on all sides simultaneously. There 
were three eyes on each head and they stood on graceful stalks, their 
green spheres glowing through the dense Venusian clouds.
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Description of places
We can also expand stories by describing places. For example, we could 
begin our story of Marcus with a description of Venus:

Write a different description of Venus. (You don't have to stick to 
scientific fact.)

Read your descriptions aloud.

Discuss how they could be improved.

24

Venus is no place for Earthlings. One side always faces the sun and 
glows with heat, day and night. The other side is in total darkness and 
is bitterly cold. Clouds of ammonia blow across the burning rocks of 
the hot side and swirl invisibly through the icy darkness of the other 
half.
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Dialogue
A third way of expanding stories is by adding dialogue. In our story of 
Marcus we have a difficulty as he is alone on Venus! We could, however, 
introduce dialogue by having him talk to himself:

Write a dialogue between Marcus and the other Martians before they fly 
back to Mars, leaving Marcus behind.

Read over your dialogue. Discuss how it could be improved.
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Marcus suddenly got tired of being on his own. "I'd love to talk to 
somebody after all this time," he said aloud. "A quiet life is all very well, 
but this is ridiculous. I think it's high time I paid a visit to Mars."
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Changing the order
We have learned to tell stories using the pattern:
Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome
Here is the beginning of a story which starts with the Outcome instead of 
the Situation:

It was sixty years to the day that they had been together.
The story then goes back to the Problem and Solution.
Problem: It hadn't been easy,

Solution: but they’d been committed to each other from the start.

We might then add some detail: There had been good times, very good 
times, but there had been hard times too, and these were the ones which 
made their relationship strong.
(This way of telling a story is called "flashback" and is often used in films 
and television plays, as well as stories).

Tell your partner a story about yourself using the pattern:
Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome.
Your partner will then re-tell the story, beginning with the Outcome. 

Plan a story, using the pattern:
Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome.

Change the plan so that you begin with the Outcome. Write up your 
story in full.
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Summarising stories
In this chapter we have learned how to expand stories by adding detail, 
description and dialogue.
Here we shall be doing the opposite: that is, picking out the most important 
points from a long passage. This is called summarising (or making a 
summary).
For example, take the following opening of a story - the situation.

If someone asks us: "What is that story about?" we do not tell them the 
whole story with all its detail, description and dialogue. We give them a 
summary - that is, we pick out the main points.
The main point of the situation part of the story above would be something 
like this:

This is a summary of the situation at the beginning of the story. In one 
sentence it gives us the main point of the four paragraphs above.
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Many years before this story begins, a group of Martian explorers had 
travelled to the neighbouring planet of Venus.
Venus is very different from Mars. One side always faces the sun and 
glows with heat day and night. The other side is in total darkness and is 
bitterly cold. Clouds of ammonia blow across the burning rocks of the hot 
side and swirl invisibly through the icy darkness of the other half.
Nevertheless, safe in their space capsules and with renewable sources 
of food, the Martians had found it possible to make a life for themselves 
on the planet. So they continued their exploration of Venus over a period 
of several Venusian centuries.
Martian babies were born on Venus and grew up knowing no other 
home. Eventually, however, the Martian explorers grew homesick and 
made their way back to Mars. The last expedition had left three years 
before, leaving only one young Martian behind on Venus. This was 
Marcus.

Marcus was a Martian, living on the otherwise uninhabited planet of 
Venus.
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Read the next part of the story below and make a summary of it. 
(That is, miss out the detail, description and dialogue.)

Compare your summary with the Problem part of the story outline 
on page 22.

Discuss any differences. (Note that there are many different ways of  
wording a summary.)
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At first Marcus enjoyed being on his own. It was nice having the space 
capsule to himself instead of jostling around with all the others. He had 
plenty to do looking after the algae which the Martians used as food, 
and keeping the capsule in working order. He could play his music as 
loud as he liked without being told to turn it down, and if something 
went wrong he could swear without being scolded. In fact he was very 
happy on his own.
After a Venusian year or two Marcus suddenly lost his appetite. The 
green algae grew and grew, and Marcus couldn't bring himself to eat it. 
He'd heard all his music over and over, and he no longer listened to it. 
Time passed very slowly.
"I know what is wrong with me," Marcus said to himself at last. "I'm 
lonely!"
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Either write out in full the story you have worked on in this chapter. Or 
make up your own story outline and expand it into a full short story.
(Note: Do not expand everything! Try to keep a balance between the parts,  
so that you do not have six pages of Situation and only half a page for the 
rest.
Use dialogue in some places, description and detail in others.
The art of writing a story is to keep the story moving while adding just the 
right amount of expansion.)
If you have time, you should be able to produce some really good stories. 

Compile your stories into a book.
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Take it in turns to summarise a story you are reading or a film you 
have seen. Or you could work together to summarise a story which both 
of you have read or seen.
Probably you will find you are using the structure: Situation, Problem, 
Solution, Outcome (or a variation on it).
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Chapter 5 - Writing Stories:

Point of view

In this chapter you will learn:

1. that we show our point of view by the words we 
choose

2. that we show our point of view by our selection of 
detail

3. that we can tell the same story from many 
different points of view.

i
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Point of view: Words
The words we use for a person or a thing can often show what we feel 
about them. For example, what you call "a precious antique" I might call 
"a piece of junk". I may call the construction in my garden a "summer 
house", but you might call it a "shack".
Below are some sentences with words in bold. The words all show 
disapproval. 
Rewrite them so that they are neutral or approving.
For example: She brought in her brat, who was squalling.
Rewritten: She brought in her child, who was crying.

1. They spent the evening gorging and guzzling.
2. You'd better go to the quack with that cough.
3. She's very scraggy since she's been dieting.
4. He's both obstinate and miserly.
5. Stupidly she jumped into the canal to save her friend.

Point of view in stories
In stories writers tell you their opinions of their characters by the words 
they choose to describe them.
For example, if their point of view is favourable, they will write:

If their point of view is unfavourable, they will write:
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"Samantha was a happy person: she laughed a lot. Her face was round 
and rosy, her hair a mass of curls."

"Samantha was a silly girl: she was always giggling. She had a fat red 
face and untidy hair."
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Rewrite the following description of a character, so that the point of 
view changes from favourable to unfavourable.
(There are many ways of doing this. You may wish to use some of the 
words in the box at the end of the description.)
Jake's uncle was tall and slim. He had a receding hairline, which made him 
look distinguished. His face always had a serious expression. He dressed 
informally in well-worn jeans and jumpers. Everyone had a great respect for 
him.

skinny bald scary gloomy untidy old afraid

Choose someone you know.
Write two descriptions of him/her.
The first one should be one which you would use if you were going to 
make him/her the hero of the story.
The second should be one you could use to make him/her the villain.
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Selection
When we write descriptions of people or places, we select those features 
which suit our point of view.
For example, if we want to sell a house, we draw attention to the new 
paint and the tidy garden. We do not mention the hole in the roof and the 
blocked drains.

Below is some information about a house for sale.
Write two descriptions of the house.
The first is by a person who is trying to sell it. The second is by someone 
who wants to buy it but is trying to beat down the price.
Select from the list in the box below five pieces of information for each 
description.

24 Cawdor Drive

small rooms sunny garden modern bathroom

old kitchen creaky floorboards bay windows

new front door peeling wall paper rickety staircase

curtains and carpets included in the purchase price
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Whose point of view?
We have seen that we use point of view in our choice of words and in our 
selection of material.
Point of view also shows in the angle from which we tell a story.
As an example, read the following short story.
(We shall use a story for children because it is short.)
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The Witch
Down the road from Jean and Billy's home, in an old cottage with an 
untidy garden, there lived a witch. Everyone knew that a witch lived 
there, but few people had ever seen her.
One day Jean and Billy caught sight of her on their way home from 
school. She was old and bent, with a long nose and bright shining eyes. 
She was hobbling down her garden path, followed by a black, black cat. 
She was making for a little shed among the old apple trees at the bottom 
of the garden.
Her eyes turned towards the children. At once they ducked down behind 
the wall. When they looked again, she had disappeared into the little 
shed.
"I wonder what she keeps in there,” whispered Billy.
“Probably dead toads and bats and things for her spells," answered 
Jean.
"I'd love to have a look."
At that moment the witch came out of the shed carrying a bundle of 
strange- looking herbs. The children watched her going back up the path, 
followed by her black, black cat. She went into the cottage without 
seeing the children.
"Let's have a peep in that shed,"said Jean.
"Ooh, I'm scared," whimpered Billy. "I want to go home."
"Come on, spoilsport. She won't see us, if we creep through these old 
trees."

(continued on page 36)
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The Witch (continued)
A few minutes later, the children were trying the rusty key in the shed 
door.
"There! It's open," whispered Jean. "Let's go in."
In a second they were inside the witch's shed. It was dark and dusty 
and lined with shelves. On the shelves there were bundles of herbs, 
some jars with strange-smelling liquids in them and some mangy 
animal skins. In the corner there was a huge old iron cauldron.
"That's what she makes her spells in" whispered Jean.
"I'm frightened," whimpered Billy. "I want my tea."
At that moment there was a scraping sound at the door. The children 
jumped with fright. Then Jean threw herself against the door. But it was 
too late - the door was locked. They heard a cackle of laughter and 
footsteps going away
They were terrified. They banged on the door with their fists and 
shouted. But it was no use - they were locked in.
"Let me out!" sobbed Billy. "I want my mother!"
After a while they were hoarse and tired of shouting. Jean cuddled Billy 
to comfort him and the two huddled on the dusty floor in the darkness, 
their backs against the great iron cauldron. Hours and hours passed.
Then they heard a scraping at the door. The lock was being turned. 
Jean jumped up and pushed the door open. At first she was blinded by 
the daylight, then she looked round in terror. There was no-one to be 
seen.
"Come on!" shouted Billy. He was first over the wall, scraping his knees 
and falling with a bump on the other side.
Jean was after him in a flash. They ran and ran, not daring to look 
behind them. They did not stop running until they were safe in their 
mother's kitchen.
"What on earth have you two been up to?" asked their mother. "You've 
been a long time coming home."
But Jean and Billy did not tell her.
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The "witch's" point of view was probably quite different!
For a start, she almost certainly did not know that the local children thought 
of her as a witch.
Give the old woman a character from her own point of view.
Start by giving her a name. Then invent her family, their names and where 
they live, including a grown-up daughter. Think about her dead husband - 
his name, his job, how they met and married and lived together. When and 
how did he die? Consider her state of health - why in the story does she 
hobble for instance Does she have much money? Give her cat a name and 
think how she came to have it. What are her feelings about the cat. Does 
she have friends among the local people? What does she keep in her 
shed? What does she think about the children who trespass in her garden?

Write a letter from the old woman to her daughter. As well as family 
matters, include an account of the incident with Jean and Billy from the old 
woman's point of view.
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Point of view in soap opera
Recall the last episode of a television soap opera that you have both 
watched.
Each of you choose a different character. In turn tell the episode from the 
point of view of the character you have chosen.
If you have time choose two other characters and tell the same episode 
from their point of view.

Point of view: Buying and selling a 
house
Re-read the task on the house for sale on page 34.
Write a description of the house from the point of view of either the buyer 
or the seller, using all the information given in the box, but changing the 
wording where necessary to suit the point of view.
(For example, the seller might call the small rooms "cosy".)

Point of view on school or college
Most people hate some things about their school or college and love 
others.
Write two descriptions of what it is or was like at your school - one from 
the point of view of someone who hates it, the other from the point of view 
of someone who loves it.

Bird's eye view
Read over the account of the invasion of the Seychelles Islands by the 
Indian house crow (pages 91-92).
The article is written from the point of view of the humans living in the 
Seychelles.
Write an article from the crow's point of view.
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Chapter 6 - Academic Writing:

Problem - Solution

In this chapter you will learn:

that academic texts have a structure:
• Situation
• Problem
• Solution
• Outcome
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Academic writing
Academic writing is the kind of writing we find in the subjects we study at 
school or college: Science, History, Geography, Maths, Technology etc.
The subject matter of academic writing is not the same as the subject 
matter of stories.
The structure of academic writing is, however, basically the same as the 
structure of stories. (See Chapter 1 .)-
Read the examples below:

Control and design technology
Situation: We have a dog and he loves going out in the car. It is an 

estate car and we put him in the back.

Problem: This is not very safe because he keeps trying to get on to 
the back seat with us. This makes my father angry and 
distracts him when he is driving.

Solution: I decided to design and build a barrier to keep the dog in the 
back of the car.

Outcome: This works very well. The dog knows he can't get at us and 
looks out of the back window.

History
Situation: Japan wanted to take the whole of South-East Asia.

Problem: The only obstacle to this plan was the American fleet,

Solution: so they bombed Pearl Harbour.

Outcome: After this they started to take South-East Asia, island by 
island, starting with the Philippines and getting as far as 
Hong Kong. Everywhere they were successful.
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English: Report on oral work
Situation: The class was divided into groups of four or five for this work.

Problem: We were given thirty plastic drinking straws and three strips 
of coloured plasticine, and asked to build a tower, which 
would be judged on height, strength and beauty.

Solution: Everybody immediately began to plan a tower. We decided to 
use Shaun's idea based on the design of the Eiffel Tower. 
(Description of how they built the tower follows.)

Outcome: To our surprise our tower won.

On your paper write out these headings:
Situation
Problem
Solution
Outcome
Write out the four parts of the following passage against the 
appropriate heading:
(Note that two of the sections consist of only part of a sentence.)
For my project in media studies I had to devise an alternative opening to 
"Brookside". As pictures of Brookside Close proved to be rare, I decided to 
use photographs of Liverpool to introduce the soap opera. I think my 
opening shows a soap opera very much more involved with the city of 
Liverpool.
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Below are four short academic texts. They are the project work for some 
students in Control and Design Technology. They fall into parts but they 
are in the wrong order.
Write the numbers out so that the parts are in the correct order. 
Label the parts:

Situation
Problem
Solution
Outcome

A. 1. so I decided to design and build a drinks trolley. Then it would be 
easier to bring the bottles back when people have finished 
drinking.

2. In my house the drinks are kept in a cabinet in the dining room, but 
the family and guests drink in the front room.

3. I completed the project and my mother is very pleased with the 
trolley.

4. My mother is always grumbling that people leave the bottles in the 
front room and do not take them back into the dining room.

B. 1. The device I made works well except that it does not fit as tightly 
as I wanted.

2. In our house some of the electrical sockets are low down on the 
wall.

3. I decided to design and make a locking device that would keep the 
sockets safe.

4. This can be a danger for small children, who do not understand 
that it is dangerous to put their fingers in the sockets. We haven't 
got babies in the house, but my sister has a baby and they visit us 
quite often.
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C. 1. but I haven't got a suitable table to work on at home.

2. The desk turned out to be very good for design work but not so 
useful for other purposes.

3. I decided to design and make a desk suitable for design work, but 
also useful for other things.

4. My favourite subject is Technical Drawing. I also enjoy painting. I 
would like to work on these subjects at home.

D. 1. The design looks good, but my parents say it will cost too much to 
put in.

2. The drawers and cupboards don't fit properly and the sink is in an 
awkward corner.

3. We have just moved into an older house and the kitchen is dated.

4. I decided to design a new layout for the kitchen.

Read the passages aloud in the correct order. 

Do the passages sound sensible?
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Below are four short passages from a first-aid handbook. The solution 
parts have got mixed up.
Write down the letter labelling each passage and against it the 
number of the correct solution.
A. Situation: The patient is dragged out of the river.

Problem: She is not breathing.

Solution 
1. Force her to lie down, then smother the flames with a rug, 

blanket, carpet or coat.

Outcome: This will fill the patient's lungs with air and start her 
breathing again.

B. Situation: The patient has made a deep cut in his thumb with a 
kitchen knife.

Problem: He is bleeding badly.

Solution 2 Clear the air passages and apply the kiss of life.

Outcome: This will stop, or at least slow down, the bleeding.

C. Situation: The patient has been wearing a night-dress near an open 
fire.

Problem: The night-dress has caught fire.

Solution 3. Leave the patient where she is and send for an 
ambulance.

Outcome: This will prevent further injury from the burns.
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D. Situation: The patient has fallen from a tree.

Problem: The patient is not bleeding, but one of her legs is useless 
and she cannot stand.

Solution 
4. Press on the area where the blood comes from. Use a 

sterile dressing if possible. If not, use anything clean. If 
necessary use your fingers and thumb.

Outcome: The patient can be X-rayed for broken bones in hospital.

Read aloud the passages with the correct solutions.

Do they make sense now?
\
Write down all the subjects you are studying this year. Take each one 
in turn and remind yourselves of what you are studying at the 
moment.
See if the topic you are working on fits the pattern:

Situation
Problem
Solution
Outcome
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Synonyms
Synonyms are words which have much the same meaning. For example, 
danger and peril are synonyms.
You have now read and worked on enough tasks in the Situation, 
Problem, Solution, Outcome pattern to have a good idea of what is 
meant by these terms.
There are other words which mean much the same as problem, solution 
etc. - that is, synonyms for them. For example, sometimes it would feel 
better to use the work difficulty or task instead of problem.
In the box below are words and phrases which could be used instead of 
Situation, Problem, Solution, Outcome. They are all mixed up.

Comment Task State of affairs

Result Starting-point Answer

Action Response Need

Success Difficulty Question

Background Purpose Gap in knowledge

What happened as a result of our action.

What we did about things.

What we had to do.

What things were like before we started.
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1. Write down situation. Write against it the words and phrases from the 
ones in the box on page 46 which mean much the same.

2. Write down problem. Write against it the words and phrases in the 
box which mean much the same.

3. Write down solution. Write against it the words and phrases in the 
box which mean much the same.

4. Write down outcome. The remaining words in the box should mean 
the same. Write them out to check that they do.

Go back to the beginning of this chapter. Take each of the passages you
have studied and decide what is the best word to describe the four 
parts of each passage.
For example, you might decide to re-label the first passage as follows:

Control and Design Technology

Situation: We have a dog and he loves going out in the car. It is an 
estate car and we put him in the back.

Difficulty: This is not very safe because he keeps trying to get on to the 
back seat with us. This makes my father angry and distracts 
him when he is driving.

Response: I decided to design and build a barrier to keep the dog in the 
back of the car.

Result: This works very well. The dog knows he can't get at us and 
looks out of the back window.
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Below are three short academic texts. Each falls into four parts - 
Situation, Problem, Solution, Outcome, but the Problem parts are mixed 
up.
Write down the letter labelling the text and against it the number of 
the correct Problem.
A. GEOGRAPHY: Agriculture in Western Norway

Situation: There is very little flat land in Western Norway. The 
mountains slope steeply down to the fjords,

Problem 1. and we want to separate them,
Solution: The farmers take the cattle up to the high mountain 

pastures in the summer.

Outcome: In this way the cattle get enough grass to live off.

B. CHEMISTRY: Separating Mixtures

Situation: If two solids are mixed (e.g. salt and sand),

Problem 2. All food is liable in time to deteriorate and decay, due to the 
presence of bacteria.

Solution: we have to dissolve them in water.
Outcome: What happens then is that one dissolves in the water and 

the other does not. This has the effect of separating the two 
substances.

C. COOKERY: Preservation

Situation: People must have food in order to survive.

Problem 3. so that there is not enough pasture for the cattle, which form 
the principal livelihood of the local population.

Solution: Most bacteria can be destroyed by heating. Their growth can 
also be checked by freezing.

Outcome: In this way food can be preserved.

Read aloud the corrected passages. 
Check that they now make sense.
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The following academic texts fall into four parts but they are in the wrong 
order.
Write out the numbers in the correct Situation, Problem, Solution, 
Outcome order.
A. 1. In this way we can separate the mixture.

2. We have a mixture of substances, both of which dissolve in water.

3. Therefore, we cannot use water to separate them.

4. So we use another solvent in which only one of the substances 
dissolves.

B. 1.
2.

We freeze food in order to destroy the enzymes. 
Enzymes are present in all living material.

3. They cause food to decay more quickly.

4. In this way the food can be preserved.

c. 1. The authorities were very worried about the danger of riots 
breaking out.

2. Such precautions were not necessary, however. Although crowds 
flocked from far and wide to see the wonders of the Crystal 
Palace, they were in good spirits and there was no trouble.

3. The Great Exhibition was held in Hyde Park in 1851.

4. So three cavalry regiments, seven foot battalions, two regiments 
of Lancers, and six thousand police were on call in the Park.

When you have put them in order, read these texts aloud. 

Do the passages sound right?
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Choose an item from the news (television or newspaper). Write 
down:

Situation
Problem
Solution
Outcome

Make notes of the item of news under the four headings:

Give the class an account of your item of news, using the notes you 
have made.
Discuss whether this is a good way of organising your material.

Jot down items of news within your school and /or your area.
Make notes on each under the headings: situation, problem, solution,  
outcome.

Write up your news items for a class or school news sheet or wall 
newspaper.
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Chapter 7 - Academic Writing:

Chaining

In this chapter you will learn:

That academic texts can consist of a chain of Problems and 
Solutions.
This happens when:

there is at least one unsuccessful outcome,
or
as one problem is solved, another appears.
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Chaining in stories
We learned in Chapter 6 that academic writing, like stories, has a four-
part structure:

Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome.
In Chapter 2 we looked at variations on this structure in stories.
The story of The Great Big Enormous Turnip was an example of a story 
where people try several Solutions to the Problem, before they arrive at a 
successful Outcome.
We called this a chain.

Chaining in academic writing
This pattern also occurs in academic writing. It looks like this:

Situation Problem Solution 1
Unsuccessful Outcome Solution 2
Unsuccessful Outcome

and so on until you get to:
Umpteenth Solution 
Successful Outcome

We can see an example in the passage opposite.
(It is a student's write-up of a lesson.)
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If at first you don't succeed........

1. We had two unusual English lessons last week.

2. We were told that we were to design and build a tower made out of 
thirty plastic drinking straws and three strips of plasticine. The finished 
tower was to be judged on height, strength and beauty. We were not 
assessed on the tower itself, but on our ability to plan well and work 
co-operatively.

3. Joanne wanted a square base.

4. This turned out to be quite strong but didn't look very inventive.In the 
end we demolished the tower and decided to start all over again.

5. Linda and I suggested a triangular base, which everyone finally 
agreed to. We added various ideas and tried to adapt it to make it 
more "towerish".

6. Nothing we tried seemed to work and again we ended up 
disheartened, which resulted in destroying yet another tower.

7. Our next attempt was more successful. We decided that before we 
started building, we must discuss what design we were to use. This 
time we made a very strong base as we had learned from our 
previous structures that this was essential. It was made of a triangle 
laid flat with identical triangles placed upright on each of the three 
straws.

8. When our tower was finished, we all sat back and admired it. When 
placed next to the other three towers, ours, although the smallest, 
looked the one with the best design and certainly the strongest. I think 
we were all very pleased with the finished result.

Each section of the write-up is numbered.
Write out the numbers 1-8 on your paper.
Label the sections of the text by writing Situation, Problem, Solution,  
Unsuccessful Outcome, Successful Outcome against the appropriate 
numbers.
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Below is a passage with a similar structure. It starts with a Situation and a 
Problem. It then has a chain of Solutions and Unsuccessful Outcomes.
Note that in real life, unlike stories, there is not always a Successful Outcome. 
In this case, we have something we can call the Final Outcome.
The parts are in the wrong order. Write out the numbers in order, so that the 
passage makes sense.

The trouble with starlings.....

Situation: Every evening the air above the city centre in Birmingham is full of 
the noise of millions of starlings coming in to roost for the night.

Problem: The pavements and public buildings are covered in their 
droppings. People slip on them and hold their noses because of 
the smell. The Council has to spend thousands of pounds every 
year to clean up the mess.

1. This brought protests from animal lovers, so the idea had to be dropped.

2. Then wires with a low voltage electric current were laid along the birds' 
favourite roosts.

3. This frightened the people, but the starlings did not seem to mind.

4. but for the moment at least it looks as though the citizens of Birmingham will 
just have to live with their starling visitors.

5. Then someone had the bright idea of frightening the birds away with an 
unpleasant noise. A tape-recording was made of the shrieks of a female 
starling being held upside down by its leg.

6. Some time ago the council tried laying poison along the ledges where the 
birds roosted.

7. This worked for a while, but then the birds found other roosts in the city 
centre. They even managed to perch on the old ones dodging the wires.

8. People are still working on other ideas for discouraging the starlings from 
their traditional roosts in the city of Birmingham.

Write Solution 1, 2 etc., Unsuccessful Outcome, Final Outcome against the 
numbers.

Read the passage aloud to one another, to check that it makes sense. 
Discuss whether the passage now makes sense.
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One problem after another ....
In the story of Amber and her family in Chapter 2 we used another kind of 
chaining. In this, as fast as the characters found a Solution to one Problem, 
another one emerged.
We find this same pattern in academic writing also. For example:

Situation:
Problem:

\When people are ill, they sometimes have to take tablets.
Unfortunately, in the past children often found tablets and 
swallowed them, thinking they were sweets. This made them 
very ill and some even died.

Solution 1: The manufactures designed a "child-proof" cap that could be 
turned only after it had been pressed down.

Outcome: After a time, however, some children managed to open the 
bottle in spite of the "child-proof" caps.

Solution 2: So the manufactures added an improvement: as well as 
pressing the cap down, it had to be turned in an anti-
clockwise direction.

Outcome: No child found out how to open this kind of cap. However, 
some of them smashed the glass bottle in order to get at the 
tablets.

Solution 3: As a result, most tablet bottles are now made of unbreakable 
plastic.

Successful
Outcome:

These measures mean that it is now very rare for children to 
die or be very ill as a result of swallowing tablets intended for 
adults.
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Below is a passage which consists of a chain of Problems and Solutions. 
They are written out in two columns but in the wrong order.
Match each problem with its Solution. Then put them into the correct 
order.

Situation: In 1700 the English cotton industry was not very large. It was 
located mainly in Lancashire and Cheshire.

Problems Solutions

1. A second problem was the 
supply of yarn. It took ten spinners 
to keep one weaver working. This 
remained a bottleneck for over 
thirty years.

A. and in 1775 Richard Arkwright 
took out a patent for a combing 
machine which carded cotton by 
means of three cylinders with bent 
teeth.

2. With both spinning and weaving 
speeded up, there was an urgent 
need for a mechanical means of 
carding.

B. During the eighteenth century, 
however, imports of raw cotton 
increased, at first from the Levant, 
then from the U.S.A.

3. It expanded very slowly at first 
because of the shortage of raw 
cotton.

C. Then, in 1764, James Hargreaves, 
a Lancashire carpenter, built the 
"Spinning Jenny". On this one 
spinner could work eight spindles. 
Later the Jenny was modified so that 
as many as eight threads were spun 
at one time.

Outcome: As a result of all these developments, Lancashire led the world 
in the manufacture of cotton cloth for the next hundred years.

Read the passage aloud as you have re-written it, to check that it 
now makes sense.
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No happy endings
In stories we can make a "happy ending". In everyday life, however, we 
often cannot solve problems completely. As fast as we solve one problem, 
another one comes along. The pattern we use for talking about it is often:

Situation - Problem - Solution - Problem 2 - Solution - Outcome
For example:

Situation: My grandfather died suddenly last year. After that my 
grandmother stayed on in the house on her own.

Problem 
1: My grandfather had done the shopping, because my 

grandmother's arthritis was so bad that she couldn't get out.

Solution: so my mother contacted the Social Services and they 
arranged for a Home Help to call three times a week to do 
the shopping and help with the cleaning.

Outcome: This solved the physical problem,

Problem 
2:

but my grandmother was very depressed living alone.

Solution: So she sold her own home and came to live with us.

Problem 
3: but out of her own home, she got more and more confused. 

She wasn't safe to be left alone, and everyone was out all 
day.

Solution: So eventually she got a place in a rest home.

Outcome: This solves the problem for us,

Problem 
4:

but

Tell one another about the problems in your own life (or someone 
else's) that are never completely solved.
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Current events
Below is a passage with numbered sections. They are in the wrong order.
Write out the numbers in the correct order, so that the passage makes 
sense.

1. Work-sharing is one way of making more jobs. Quite a few women are 
willing to try this as it gives them time to be with their children.

2. The Government has introduced a lot of training schemes for young 
people who are on the dole.

3. Nowadays computers and robots do the work that used to be done by 
people.

4. The trouble is that the pay is shared as well as the job. So people who 
do this are often as badly off as if they weren't working at all.

5. but when the training scheme finishes there are still no jobs. So the 
young people are back on the dole.

6. so a lot of young people cannot find jobs when they leave school.

Read the passage aloud to one another to check that it makes 
sense. Label the sections Situation, Problem, Solution etc.

Think of further possible solutions to this problem.

Give a brief account of some news in your area or in the world at 
large.
Does your account fit this pattern:
Situation
Problem 1 - Attempted Solution 
Problem 2 - Attempted Solution 
Outcome (the present state of affairs)
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Below is another passage with a chain of Problems and Solutions. We start 
with the Situation, but after that the sections are in the wrong order.
Write out the numbers in the correct order.

Trams and buses Situation:
At first the trams were single-deckers, or, if two-deck, the upper-deck was 
open to the weather.

1. By about 1930, the double-decker became more common, and the 
front of the tram was glass-covered.

2. For this reason, the motor-bus gradually became the chief method of 
public transport.

3. During the 1930's many cities replaced the trams with trolley-buses.
These had two main advantages. They could use the side of the road, 
and could pull in to the kerb at stops; and they were less noisy, as 
they had pneumatic tyres.

4. Trams had three major defects. The over-head wires were ugly, and 
spoiled the look of the city streets; the vehicles monopolised the 
roads, as tracks were usually in the centre, so that cars could not 
easily pass them. Also, when the trams stopped, traffic was brought to 
a halt, as passengers disembarked on to the middle of the road. The 
trams were noisy, as the wheels clattered along the steel rails, and as 
drivers clanged the foot-operated bell. A tram ride, usually on wooden 
perforated seats, was rickety, jerky, yet exciting.

5. The one disadvantage of the trolley-bus was that routes could not be 
varied, as they could only run where the overhead power-lines were.

6. In cold weather the tram drivers wore mittens and balaclava helmets - 
but still looked and were cold.

Read the passage aloud to one another. 

Check that it makes sense.

Label the sections Situation, Problem etc
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Play Consequences using Problems and Solutions, as in the Agony 
Aunt columns or Gardeners' Question Time in Chapter 3.
Each of you has a piece of paper, on which you write the heading:
Problem.
Invent a problem to write beside it (e.g. I have a lot of spots on my face 
which make me feel very uncomfortable in company- or My stick-on 
hooks keep falling off the wall.)
Fold the paper over so that your problem cannot been seen. 
Exchange papers.
Write the heading Solution. Write the solution to your problem on the 
paper you now have.
Unfold the papers and read the Problems and Solutions.
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Chapter 8 - Academic Writing:

Variations on problem - solution

In this chapter you will learn:

some variations on Problem - Solution:
• several problems - one solution
• one problem - several solutions
• reversing the order of Problem - Solution
• Action - Reason structures
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Several problems - one solution
In the last chapter we studied some variations on the Problem - Solution 
pattern. We find very similar variations in academic writing.
As in stories, there is often a single action which can be used to solve 
several problems. For example:

Situation: Patients have flu.

Problems: 1.They have a temperature.
2.They are infectious.
3.Their legs are weak.

Solution: They should stay in bed until their temperature has gone 
down.

Outcome: The patients will get well and will not infect others.

Below is some advice on First Aid. The sentences are in the wrong order.
Write out the numbers in the correct order. Label them:

Situation, Problem 1, Problem 2, Problem 3, Solution, Outcome.
1. and his leg is twisted under him.
2. There he will get the expert treatment he needs.
3. He is very cold.
4. Get the patient to hospital as quickly as possible.
5. He is unconscious,
6. The patient has fallen off a ladder.

Read the passage aloud. 

Discuss whether it now makes sense.
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One problem - several solutions
In academic writing too there is often more than one possible solution to a 
problem. For example:

Problem: Meat is not always as tender as it should be and there are 
several ways of treating it before cooking it to increase 
tenderness.

Solutions
:

1. Beating the meat with a rolling-pin or a steak-hammer.

2. Painting the meat with lemon juice or vinegar before 
cooking, or adding these acids or tomatoes to the cooking 
liquid.

3. Painting or rubbing the surface of the meat with an extract 
of the fruit, leaves or sap of the pawpaw, a South 
American fruit rather like a melon.
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Below are two problems:

Problem 1: How do plants survive the winter?

Problem 2: Sub-standard housing. The problem with the massive growth 
that took place in Manchester was that a large proportion of 
the houses were built before 1914. There are not enough 
schools, community facilities, or open spaces. It is said that 
over half of the City of Manchester's houses are sub-standard 
in one way or another.

Both these problems have several solutions. They are given below, but 
they are all mixed up.
Write out Problem 1 and then add the label (A, B, C etc.) of the 
correct Solutions to that Problem.
Do the same for Problem 2.
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Solutions
A. The alternative is to try improvement and save many old but structurally 

sound houses by modernising them and adding inside toilets and 
bathrooms, to make them generally more pleasant to live in.

B. Annual plants survive the winter as seeds only. After germination, 
flowering and seed formation, the rest of the plant dies off.

C. Perennial plants are trees and shrubs in which the trunk and branches 
persist and grow from year to year.

D. One way of dealing with this problem is to demolish vast areas of such 
buildings, as has been done in Hulme in south-central Manchester, and 
replace them with new flats, houses, schools and shops. This process 
is known as urban renewal.

E. Biennial plants do not flower in the first year but develop large storage 
organs. Food from these is used in the next year's growth, when the 
flower and seeds are produced, after which the plant dies.

Read the passages aloud . You will find they are not in the best order.
Change the order of the Solutions so that the passages read well.
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Problem - solution: Reversing the order
The reversal of Problem - Solution can be found in academic texts. For 
example:

Problem: People needed to control insect pests.

Solution: Therefore they used many different chemicals.

This can be rewritten:

Solution: Many chemicals have been used

Problem: to control insect pests.

(Again, there are many possible ways of rewriting these texts.)

Action - reason
We can re-label this text:

Action: Many chemicals have been used

Reason: to control insect pests.

Here is another example:

Problem: The only obstacle to the Japanese plan to take the whole of 
South-East Asia was the American fleet,

Solution: so they bombed Pearl Harbour.

This can be rewritten:

Action: The Japanese bombed Pearl Harbour
Reason: because the American fleet there was the only obstacle to 

their plan to take the whole of South-East Asia.
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Below are some Actions (which started as solutions to problems). 
Match them with the Reasons (which started out as problems).
For example: 1.C

Actions

1. I decided to make an electric socket with a locking device, because....................

2. I decided to build a barrier to keep the dog in the back of the car, 
because..............................................

3. I decided to design a new layout for the kitchen, because............................

4. You must clear the air passages and apply the kiss of life, if............................

5. You must press on the area where the blood comes from, if........................

6. You must force the patient to lie down and smother the flames, if....................

7. You must leave the patient where she is and send for an ambulance, if..............

8. I decided to design and build a drinks trolley, because.................

Reasons

A. it would be easier to bring the bottles back when people have finished drinking.

B. the patient is not breathing.

C. the patient is bleeding badly.

D. some of the electrical sockets in our house are low down on the wall.

E. we have just moved into an older house and the kitchen is dated.

F. The patient is not bleeding, but one of her legs is useless and she cannot stand.

G. the patient's night-dress has caught fire.

H. he kept jumping about and distracting the driver.
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Below are three Solutions: 1,2 and 3.

Solution 1

During the 1930's many cities replaced the trams with trolley-buses.

Solution 2

calcium carbonate or calcium hydroxide should be used in autumn or 
winter.
Solution 3

Therefore, it seems essential, at the very least, to educate people into 
accepting the need to limit their families.

Each of these is the Solution to more than one Problem. The Problems 
are given opposite, labelled A, B, C etc.

Match the Solutions with the Problems:
For example: l .C etc.
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Problems

A. In order to correct excess soil acidity,

B. With the increasing application of medical knowledge, fewer people are 
dying from infectious diseases. The birth rate, however, has not fallen 
off in proportion, with the result that the world population is doubling 
every 50 years or less.

C. One defect of the trams was that the over-head wires were ugly, and 
spoiled the look of the city streets.

D. The vehicles monopolised the roads, as tracks were usually in the 
centre, so that cars could not easily pass them.

E. In the developing countries with limited natural resources, this leads to 
shortages of food and living space.

F Also, when the trams stopped, traffic was brought to a halt, as 
passengers disembarked on to the middle of the road.

G. The addition of these substances to the soil also improves the quality 
of heavy clay soils.

H. School children had to be taught to get off with great care.

I. In the industrialised countries, the population increase has contributed 
to the pollution of the environment as the result of waste disposal and 
intensive methods of food production.

J. The trams were noisy, as the wheels clattered along the steel rails, and 
as the drivers clanged the foot-operated bell.

K. and supplies the calcium required for plant growth.

Read aloud the passages you have composed.

Check that the passages make sense. (You may find it necessary to 
change the order.)
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Rewrite the following Action - Reason passages as Problem - 
Solution texts. (The Problem will come before the Solution.)
Action: Dieldrin and Aldrin were removed from the list of pesticides
Reason: when it was found that they were killing many forms of wildlife.

Action: As early as the fourteenth century, farmers were making coarse 
earthenware

Reason: as an additional source of income.

Action: The Navigation Laws, passed in 1651, and re-enacted in 1660 on 
the restoration of Charles II, were designed

Reason: to stimulate English shipping.

Action: Many of you will have had an X-ray at one time or another.
Reason: It may have been to see if your lungs were all right, or it may 

have been to see if you had broken a bone.
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Chapter 9 - Academic Writing: 

Expansion: General - particular

In this chapter you will learn:
How to expand academic texts by adding to a General 
Statement:
• Particular Facts
• Examples
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General - particular
We have seen how stories can be expanded by adding detail, description 
and dialogue. (Chapter 4)
Academic texts can also be expanded. In academic writing we very often 
make a General Statement and then expand it by adding Particular Facts 
or details. For example:
General statement: Life in Edwardian England was very hard for people 

with little money.
Particular Facts: These people lived in dirty, diseased areas of large 

cities or towns, where houses as small as four rooms 
had seven people living in them. The streets were 
grimy and smelly, because sewage would run down 
the channels which lay open in the earth.
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Below are three General Statements followed by Particular Facts 
expanding them. The Particular Facts are not in the right order.
Match each General Statement with the appropriate Particular Facts.

General Statements:

1. The rich enjoyed the time of the year from May to August, known as 
the Season.

2. When I was little, P.E was fun. I used to love it.
3. On the whole I would say we worked together as a group quite well.

Particular Facts:

A. When anyone had something to say, we all listened to their ideas and 
decided as a group whether it would help with the tower structure. As 
the tower began to take shape, we all helped and co-operated well.

B. This brought wealthy families flocking to London to engage 
themselves in a series of social events. The main stream of activity 
centred upon the court at Buckingham Palace at events hosted by 
King Edward. The sights seen there were pure elegance. Women in 
fashionable ball gowns complete with tiaras and shining jewels would 
wait their turn in St. James Park in state coaches. Bewigged 
coachmen complete with powdered footmen were all part of the show.

C. P.E took place in the assembly hall. A lot of the equipment like ropes, 
ladders, hoops and beams came down from the ceiling. Things like 
horses and boxes came out from the store cupboard.

Read the passages aloud. 

Do they make sense?
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Giving a talk
Make a General Statement about something in your own life. Then add 
Particular Facts explaining why you make that statement.
For example:
General: "Summer is the season I like best.
Particular: We go on picnics at the week-ends. We pack some 
sandwiches and flasks and catch the bus to the Lickey Hills. The dog 
loves it there .........." etc., etc
Give two-three minute talks to the class on the subjects which you have 
prepared. You can show your audience you have finished by concluding 
with the same General Statement.
For example: “That is why summer is my favourite season."

Examples
A second kind of expansion which we often need in academic writing is examples. Once 
again, we start with a General Statement but then we add examples. For 
instance:

General Statement: Bacteria are not always harmful.

Example: For instance, lactic acid bacteria play an important part in 
cheese- making.

There are two reasons why we use examples:
1. They make our meaning clear.
2. They show that we have evidence for our General Statement - we 

are not making it up.
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Each of the passages below consists of a General Statement followed by 
an Example to back it up.
Write out the examples. (Where the examples are long, write out the first  
three words....and the last three words)

1. Life at school was not always English and Maths. We had fun too. For 
instance, we painted.

2. In 1912 the Titanic attempted to win the Blue Riband, but due to 
travelling too fast it hit an iceberg and sank. Two thousand passengers 
were killed. An example of the power the wealthy people had shows in 
these figures of the survival record for the Titanic. Sixty-one percent of 
the wealthy first-class passengers were saved, but only twenty-three 
percent of the third-class passengers survived.

3. The methods the Nazis used to limit personal freedom were far more 
severe than those Italy pursued. Italy, for example, didn't have much of 
a racist policy against the Jews, nor did they house many thousands of 
people in concentration camps.

What are the words which introduce the examples in these passages?

Expressing your opinion
Take it turn to make a General Statement about something you feel 
strongly about.
Then give examples to show that you have reasons for what you say.
For example:
General Statement: I think it wrong (or right) to use animals for scientific 
experiments.
Example: They make dogs breathe in cigarette smoke, just because 
humans are stupid enough to make themselves ill by smoking.
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Introducing examples
So far we have used the words for instance and for example to 
introduce examples. In the passages below other words are used.
Pick out the example in each passage and write out the word (or 
words) which introduce it.

1. As sport became more popular, new facilities were opened like golf 
courses, tennis courts and cricket and football grounds.

2. Rich people could afford to be fussy especially when it came to 
clothes, such as the lady who gave her dress to the butler to burn 
after one wearing.

3. In my opinion a good education should leave you a lot more 
independent. So education should include knowing a lot of people 
and making new friends.

4. In both countries (Germany and Italy) personal freedom was limited 
in several ways. For instance, Hitler banned trade unions and 
strikes.

5. Perennials are plants which do not die during the winter months. 
They persist, either with some foliage above ground, as in the iris 
and grasses, or in dormant underground forms, as in the crocus 
and tulip.

Below are three General Statements followed by three Expansions. They 
are not in the right order.
Match the General Statements with the Expansions. (Particular Facts 
or Examples).
General Statements:
1. Some mixtures contain two substances neither of which will dissolve in 

water. In this case, another solvent must be used to separate the 
mixture.

2. In 1851 men believed that Utopia, the perfect world, was just around 
the corner.

3. In the Western fjords of Norway dairy cattle are kept for milk.
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Expansions
A. During the winter months the cattle are kept in a large barn. There 

fodder is stored in the loft above and is easily dropped into the animals' 
stalls. In the summer they are taken out of the barn and up on the high 
plateaus. Once animals are at the summer farm they must stay there 
for the three summer months. Part of the family must also be there to 
milk them and send the milk down to the lowlands each day. 
Sometimes overhead cables are used to send the milk churns down to 
the valley sides. If there is a mountain stream nearby, milk churns will 
be placed in it to keep them cool until one of the family is ready to take 
them away. If the lake is nearby, then a boat will be used to carry the 
churns on part of the journey to the co-operative dairy. A pony and a 
cart may be used over the rough grounds and the railway will be used if 
a line passes through a nearby valley.

B. For example, a mixture of sulphur and sand may be separated by the 
same technique as in figure 2 but using methylbenzene instead of 
water. Sulphur dissolves in methylbenzene, but sand does not.

C. They felt that science and technology would produce goods which free 
trade would circulate round the world. Everyone would have more than 
enough to live on, and poverty, disease and war would all disappear. 
Lord Tennyson could write hopefully at the time when:
"The war drum throbbed no longer and the battle flags were furled In 
the Parliament of man, the Federation of the world."

Which of the expansions you have just added are particular facts and 
which are examples?
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Below are three General Statements followed by Particular Facts 
expanding them. The Particulars are not in the right order:
Match each general statement with the appropriate Particular Facts.
General Statements:
A. It is believed that there are more people alive today than have ever 

lived. In order to feed the increasing population an extra two-and-a-half 
square miles of farmland are required every hour. Four main 
improvements can help to produce the food we need.

B. From their inception, opponents advanced three arguments against 
this form of transport (trams):

C. There are a number of pieces of equipment for the heat-treatment of 
bottles.

Particular Facts
1. the overhead wires were ugly.
2. A heat-controlled oven is a simple and satisfactory means of 

heating bottles, though unsuitable for very tall shapes which would 
be overheated at the top. The bottles should be arranged, with a 
50-mm space between them on the shelf placed so that the middle 
of the bottle is half-way down the oven.

3. We can make the soil more suitable for growing plants by the 
correct use of the soil and by adding the correct fertilisers to the 
soil. These will help the growth of strong, healthy plants.

4. A water-bath, which may be a very deep saucepan or fish-kettle for 
short bottles, or a clothes-boiler, must hold a depth of water to 
cover the bottles completely and must be fitted with a false bottom 
of perforated metal, wooden slats or thick, clean paper or cloth.
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Particular Facts (continued)
5. We can breed new varieties of plants and new strains of animals. 

These animals may, perhaps, be better at avoiding disease and so 
may produce more food.

6. The trams obstructed other road traffic (passengers boarded and 
alighted from trams in the middle of the road!).

7. We can prevent the loss of food by pests. It has been estimated that 
half of the food produced in some areas of the world is eaten by rats.

8. And too much noise was made by the wheels and the clanging alarm 
bell.

9. We can make new kinds of food.
10. A steriliser that is a ready-made water-bath with a thermometer 

fitted through the lid, may be bought if much bottling is done at home; 
being large enough to hold the tallest bottles, it is an unduly large 
piece of equipment to store if it is to be used only occasionally.
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In the following passage there is a General Statement followed by one or 
more examples:
Write out the examples. (Where they are very long, write out the first  
three words....and the last three words.)

1. Woody perennial plants are trees and shrubs in which the trunk and 
branches persist and grow from year to year. Those which shed all 
their leaves in autumn are called deciduous; while evergreens, 
such as the conifers and holly, keep their leaves throughout the 
year.

2. The flesh of an old animal is tough and so is any muscle that has 
been worked very hard because, in both cases, the fibres are long 
and thick and there is a large amount of connective tissue; 
conversely the flesh of a young animal or a little-used muscle is 
tender because the fibres are short and fine and there is less 
connective tissue. For example, shin of beef is always tough, but 
loin from the same ox may be very tender, and breast of chicken is 
very tender but the leg of the same bird may be tough.

3. The earth and the sea are sources of chemicals. However, these 
sources are limited and they must be used with care or they will 
soon be used up. Attempts are now being made to re-cycle metals; 
for instance, copper is being reclaimed from scrap electrical wires.

4. Coal tar is a tarry residue from which many chemicals could be 
extracted. These include creosote and pitch for roads and fences, 
and tar oil for spraying trees; soaps and disinfectants; drugs, dyes 
and many other compounds.

5. Evidence was found to show that DDT was reducing the numbers 
of birds and fish. The problem was caused by the high solubility of 
DDT and its long-lasting effects. Birds of prey like eagles were 
particularly in danger.

In each of the examples you have just written out there are words which 
show your reader that an example will follow. Underline these words.
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Write down suitable words to introduce the examples in the following
passages:
Use: for example, for instance, such as, like, including etc.

1. It was boom time for Americans (1923). They worshipped the mighty 
dollar and all it could buy …...........................cars, (preferably two for 
each family), radios and washing machines.

2. The Map Extract is divided into grid squares and you have already 
learned how to use these squares to locate precisely any point on the 
map; …...................the Priory Church at Abergavenny will be found at 
301142.

3. Many elements are present in sea water in very small amounts. 
Some of these elements  …................magnesium and bromine are 
extracted economically at present but other elements may be 
obtained in the future.

4. The transition from war to peace had to be carried out smoothly and 
quickly; ….............industry had to'be re-equipped; the social reforms 
and the nationalisation programme promised in the election 
manifesto had to be implemented.

5. In a few jams …...............strawberry and cherry the set is less 
important than colour and flavour.
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General-particular in textbooks
Look through the textbooks in the subjects you are studying. Find 
examples of General - Particular.
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Chapter 10 - Academic Writing:

Contraction

In this chapter you will learn:
• to make summaries
• to make academic headings
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Summarising academic texts
We often need to summarise academic texts, that is, pick out the main 
points. We can then think clearly about the subject instead of getting 
bogged down in details.
The first thing we do in making a summary is to miss out examples. For 
instance: 

Or: 
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Text
As sport became more popular, new facilities were opened like golf 
courses, tennis courts, and cricket and football grounds.

Summary
As sport became more popular, new facilities were opened.

Text
Offal is any edible parts of the inside of an animal such as kidneys, 
tripe, heart and sweetbreads.

Summary
Offal is any edible parts of the inside of an animal.
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Summarise the passages below by missing out the examples.
(What remains may be quite long. In that case, write the first few words and 
the last few words and put dots in between.)

1. Rich people could afford to be fussy especially when it came to 
clothes, such as the lady who gave her dress to the butler to burn 
after one wearing.

2. In my opinion a good education should leave you a lot more 
independent. So education should include knowing a lot of people 
and making new friends.

3. In both countries (Germany and Italy).personal freedom was limited 
in several ways. For instance, Hitler banned trade unions and strikes.

4. Perennials are plants which do not die during the winter months. 
They persist, either with some foliage above ground, as in the iris 
and grasses, or in dormant underground form, as in the crocus and 
tulip.

5. During the week when the ten Ruffwood (Comprehensive School) 
students spent time at Rugby (Public School), their views changed 
drastically. The Ruffwood people went there thinking that they were 
on equal terms with the Rugby students . Once there, they 
discovered that the Rugby students had no respect for them. For 
example, during an outdoor PE. lesson two of the Ruffwood boys 
were invited to play a game of tennis. The boys, having never played 
before, had no idea of how the game was played, to the pleasure of 
the Rugby boys, who gave no help at all. They enjoyed laughing at 
the two Ruffwood lads' efforts to play tennis, leaving the two young 
men very humiliated and upset.

Which word (or words) in each passage show that an example is to 
follow?
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In some of the examples on page 85 you can also miss out detail (what 
we have called Particular Facts) if you want an even shorter summary.
For example, when you have cut out the example in the first passage, you 
are left with:

You could summarise this still further by missing out the detail:

What you are left with is a General Statement.
Miss out the detail from the texts below, so that you are left with 
only a General Statement.
Write out the General Statement.

1. Perennials are plants which do not die during the winter months. They 
persist, either with some foliage above ground or in dormant 
underground forms.

2. During the week when the ten Comprehensive School students spent 
time at a famous Public School, their views changed drastically. The 
Comprehensive School people went there thinking that they were on 
equal terms with the Public School students. Once there, they 
discovered that the Public School students had no respect for them.

3. After all the other groups had finished building their towers, the towers 
were judged by two teachers. To our surprise, our tower won. Here are 
the results we were given:

Height Strength Beauty

Teacher 1 10 6 2 Total: 18

Teacher 2 10 4 4 Total: 18
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Rich people could afford to be fussy especially when it came to 
clothes.

Rich people could afford to be fussy.
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4. After researching many types of drawing boards, it is necessary to 
decide which will be suitable for my use. All these types have to be 
considered:
A. Desk-type (rigid) - the angle cannot be adjusted. This limits the 

use of the board to writing or simple drawing.

B. Easel-type - the angle is limited to that of the easel, so this would 
only be good for painting.

C. Adjustable type - these are the main types used for design work. 
The angle of the board is adjustable for various uses.

5. President Truman now had an extra weapon at his disposal. It was the 
atomic bomb, designed and made secretly by Robert Oppenheimer, 
who used Albert Einstein's theories on the splitting of the atom. 
Oppenheimer and the others at the Manhattan Project who made the 
bomb had spent many years and lots of money to make America the 
only country with any bombs of this type.

News on television and radio usually begins with a summary of the latest 
news and then goes into details afterwards.
Think of an item of local or school news. Talk through the detail and 
then make a one-sentence summary.

Make a news programme for the class. Each pair will give its summary 
in turn and the class can ask for more detail.
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Making academic headings
It is helpful to your readers to give them headings to follow, so that they 
know what they are going to be reading about.
(Note that academic headings are not like newspaper headlines: they are 
not to catch the readers' attention to persuade them to buy the paper.  
They are to help the reader understand what you are saying.)
You can usually make your headings from the General Statement. For 
example:
General statement: During the week when the ten Comprehensive 
School students spent time at a famous public School, their views 
changed drastically.
Heading: Changed Views of Comprehensive Students
(As always, there are many different possible headings.)

Change the General Statements below into headings:
1. As sport became more popular, new facilities were opened.
2. Offal is any edible parts of the inside of an animal.
3. In my opinion a good education should leave you a lot more 

independent.
4. In both countries (Germany and Italy) personal freedom was limited 

in several ways.
5. Perennials are plants which do not die during the winter months.
6. After all the other groups had finished building their towers, the 

towers were judged by two teachers. To our surprise, our tower 
won. Here are the results we were given:

7. After researching many types of drawing boards, it is necessary to 
decide which will be suitable for my use. All these types have to be 
considered.................

8. President Truman now had an extra weapon at his disposal. It was 
the atomic bomb.
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More about headings
In Problem-Solution paragraphs, the most informative heading for your 
reader is one which picks out the Problem and Solution. For example:

Here the problem is hard water. The solution is to soften it - three different 
ways are suggested. So an informative heading would be:

Ways of softening hard water 

Think of other ways of wording this heading. Write them down.

Pick out the Problem and Solution in each of the following texts.
Turn them into a heading for the passage.

1. In the autumn of 1830 there was widespread rioting throughout the 
southern counties. These outbreaks have been called the "Swing 
Riots" and "The Last Labourers' Revolt". Ricks were burnt, farmers 
threatened, and overseers whipped. The authorities, alarmed by the 
recent revolution in France (1830), called out the yeomanry, and tried 
the ringleaders. Nine men and boys were hanged, and 450 were 
transported.

2. It is sometimes necessary, if time is limited as in school, to reduce the 
time taken in making bread. In this case time allowed for rising and 
the second kneading can be reduced or even omitted altogether, 
provided that the other processes are carried out thoroughly, 
particularly the kneading before shaping. Bread made in this way will 
be reasonably satisfactory though not as light and spongy as bread 
made by the traditional method.

3. The deposits of sulphur are several hundred metres below the 
surface of the ground. A hole is drilled into the sulphur bed, and a 
pipe which is about 20 cm. in diameter is put down. This pipe not only 
strengthens the hole, but it contains a piece of engineering apparatus 
called a Frasch sulphur pump.
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Boiling softens temporary hard water but has no effect on permanent 
hard water. Distillation produces water which contains no hardness - 
permanent or temporary. It is, however, too expensive to consider on a 
large scale. A cheaper method is the addition of a softening agent.
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4. If you find a fire, there are three things to try to do:

1. Cut off the fuel. This might mean turning off the gas or electricity, or 
covering oil with sand or soil. Take care, especially with electricity. If in 
doubt, do not touch.

2. Reduce the temperature by covering the flames with water or foam.
3. Cut off the air supply with a blanket, sand or foam.

5. Because of increased production, poultry is now often cheaper than other 
meats, but there is a lot of wastage. It is frequently not used to the best 
advantage. Carcass bones, skin and trimmings may be made into stock 
which will give good flavour for soups or sauces. Remnants of cooked fowl 
with various additions will make good salads or light entrees.
Scraps and trimmings and livers can be made into appetising savouries.

6. Shanghai is considering a billion-dollar scheme to rebuild its sewage system. 
The project is set to be the biggest undertaken anywhere in the world, 
exceeding even Cairo's scheme. Every day, about 3.4 cubic metres of 
sewage pours out of factories and homes, mostly into Suzhou creek and the 
Huangpu river. Suzhou creek, lined with 77 old factories built in the 1920s 
and 1930s, is now a sewer. Nothing has lived in it for decades. The sewage 
system, a hotch potch of French and British sewers has not been extended 
since the 1920s.

7. Domestic vacuum cleaners have revolutionised housework. According to a 
recent report, they may also be spreading disease.
The report comes from the island of Guam, in the Wst Pacific, where 
Salmonella infections have increased almost 20 times in the past 12 years. 
About half the cases are in children less than a year old. Robert Haddock, of 
Guam's public health Service, began to suspect that environmental factors 
were to blame when laboratory tests failed to implicate foodstuffs. Haddock 
investigated the homes of nine children who had gone down with 
salmonellosis. He was unable to isolate the bacteria from the chopping 
board, the refrigerator or the drains from the kitchen sink. In four homes, 
however, he found salmonella in the contents of the vacuum cleaner. In 
three of these cases, the serotype of the bacteria in the cleaner matched 
that of the infection.
Although this does not prove that vacuum cleaners caused salmonellosis, 
Haddock points out that the infection can be contracted by breathing in 
salmonella, and that the vacuum cleaners are good at collecting (and 
possibly distributing) bacteria.
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8. Now a new and malignant foreigner has landed on the shores of the 
Seychelles - the Indian house crow, Corvus splendens. A native of 
India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Burma and Thailand, this species is 
undergoing a ship- borne expansion of its range which has probably 
not been equalled since the Norwegian rat and the house mouse 
spread across the globe.
Once established, the house crow rapidly reaches the status of a 
pest. The birds cause a number of problems. They destroy and 
displace native birds and other animals through predation and 
harassment. Mombasa Island in Kenya is now almost devoid of native 
species because the crows raid the nests of smaller species and 
systematically mob raptors and other large birds. The crows also kill 
fruit bats at their daytime roosts and eat geckos as well as palm 
spiders and a wide range of other invertebrates, including marine 
species exposed at low tide.
The crows also damage crops and livestock. House crows can 
destroy soft fruit such as mangoes and pawpaws, as well as maize 
and some vegetables. They frequently take young poultry and eggs, 
and also young goats and lambs. There have been records of them 
attacking and even blinding cats.
House crows are a nuisance. They are extremely noisy: they start to 
call loudly from half an hour before dawn, and sometimes call 
throughout the night in areas where lighting is bright and food is 
available. They often enter houses, hotel restaurants and rooms, 
stealing food and excreting on furniture. In Mombasa they have 
become a serious nuisance in many of the coastal hotels and could 
damage the tourist industry, if not controlled. Groups of crows even 
occasionally attack people, particularly when they disturb nests or 
venture near flightless young that have fallen to the ground.

(continued overleaf)
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(continued)

The crows are a public health hazard. The birds are extremely 
dirty,dropping garbage and excreting in public places, where they may 
contaminate water and food. They can carry a range of human pathogens 
including Entamoeba, Giardia, Salmonella and perhaps cholera vibrio. 
This is not surprising considering that crows eat human excreta, spittle, 
discarded wound- dressings and the like.
Finally, the pestiferous creatures can damage electrical supplies and TV 
aerials by perching on them and building nests with substantial amounts 
of steel wire.
The authorities in the Seychelles can act now to eradicate the house crow 
from its shores while their number is still small. For most other parts of the 
world where they are established this is no longer possible. Zanzibar has 
for many years maintained a control programme at great cost but to little 
effect. Kenya is now confronting the problem - but what a problem! It has 
perhaps 200,000 crows, scattered through settlements along 150 
kilometres of coastline, and the crows are now spreading rapidly.
What measures can the Seychelles authorities take? The best idea would 
be to set up a committee to direct an integrated eradication programme. 
Shooting alone has proved ineffective elsewhere: it is likely to kill few and 
disperse the birds in the process. A combined attack - controlled baiting 
and poisoning, followed by shooting and the recruitment of the general 
public by offering rewards - is likely to be the most suitable approach. The 
strategy is already practised to control barn owls and rats.
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Chapter 11 - Academic Writing:

Ordering (1)

In this chapter you will learn:
to select and order material for different purposes.
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Selecting and ordering information
When we read texts, we are handling information that someone else has 
put into order.
When we write a text, we ourselves have to give it an order. This is 
especially true when we do a project or course work of any kind.
When we have a project to do, we go through these stages:

1. Decide on the topic.
2. Collect the material.
3. Choose what is useful to us (and throw away the rest).
4. Put it in order.
5. Write it up.

The way we order our material depends on our purpose.
The same material can be used for quite different purposes.
For example, opposite are clips from Smash Hits magazine of 21st 
February- 6th March 1990. We shall use this as the material.

Using material
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1. Your great-aunt has said that all pop stars are stupid, nasty 
people. You want to prove her wrong.

Read the extracts from Smash Hits (opposite). Pick out the information 
which will help prove your case. Make a note of it.
For example, find information that shows some pop stars are friendly 
with one another and help people in trouble. Find evidence that some 
stars care about poor people, the environment etc.
Go through your notes and put numbers against the points so that you 
can argue your case in the best order.
Write a letter to your aunt, making your case. Begin:
Dear Aunt Mabel,
You said the other day that all pop stars are stupid, nasty people. I've 
been looking through my magazine and I can prove you are wrong.
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2.  You and your best friend share an interest in pop music.
Your friend is in hospital and you are writing to cheer her up.
Go through the information and select the items that will be of 
interest to your friend. Make a note of them.
Put numbers against the points on your notes to show the order 
you will put them in.
Write the part of the letter to your friend which uses this 
information.

3.  Your teacher has asked you to write a piece on the special
language of pop magazines.
Go through the information, making notes on unusual features that 
are worth commenting on.
Put your notes in order, using numbers to show how you are going 
to organise the material.*
Write a piece called: The Language of Pop Music Magazines
For instance, you could have a paragraph on the ways the
language tries to imitate speech. You could pick out the special 
words that are not found elsewhere.
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Below is a table, giving the hardness of the water supply in different cities of 
the United Kingdom. It is on a five-point scale: 1 means soft water and 5 
means very hard water.
Look at it and do the tasks below:

Aberdeen 1 Coventry 4-5 Manchester 1

Belfast 2 Derby 2 Newcastle 4

Birmingham variable Edinburgh 2-3 Norwich 5

Bournemouth 5 Exeter 2 Nottingham variable

Bradford 1 Glasgow 1 Oxford 5

Cambridge 3 Leicester 3 Stoke-on-trent 3-4

Cardiff 1 Liverpool 1 York 4

1. What order are the cities in the table in?
2. If you wanted to show which cities had the hardest water and which 

the softest, how would you change the order?
3. Which cities would you have to ignore for this purpose?
4. Write out a table giving the information in the most useful order for 

your purpose.
5. Suppose you are a citizen of Oxford and hope to persuade the Water 

Authority to find softer water for the city. Write a short paragraph, 
using the information in your table to support your case. Head your 
paragraph:

The Hardest Water in the United Kingdom
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Preparing a talk for the class
1. Choose a subject you are interested in and know something about.
2. Jot down all your ideas on this subject.
3. Choose a title for your talk.
4. Go through your jottings and cross out what is not relevant to the 

title you have chosen.
5. Put your ideas into order.
6. Make notes for your talk.

Take it in turns to give talks to the class.

Follow the instructions for preparing a talk above.
Choose a different topic. Write it up as an article for a newspaper or 
magazine.

Make a booklet of articles by your class.
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Chapter 12 - Academic Writing:

Ordering (2)

In this chapter you will learn:
to order academic texts in:

• time
• space
• complexity
• good and bad (advantages and disadvantages)
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Time order
Usually we tell people what we have been doing in the order in which the 
events occurred.
For example, if someone asks: "What have you been doing today?" you 
normally tell them the things you have done in the order in which you did 
them.
Taking turns, tell your partner what you did at the weekend in the order 
you did things. If you are working alone, think about how you would tell  
someone.
Next, tell one another the same things but in a different order - for 
example, the most important first.

Order in academic texts: (1) time
We often write up information in academic texts in time order. For 
example:
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Evaluation of a design project to build an aviarv
I came to a lot of dead ends. First of all I designed the aviary in inches 
and built it in centimetres.
Then, the wood I used was very thin and I had to find some very small  
thin nails to stop it splitting.
When it was put together, the model looked too small to put the door  
on, so I had to change it. The plyboard I used was easy to put on but  
very hard to paint, as it had a vinyl covering.
When I came to putting the wire on, the model was very unstable, so I  
had to make some more changes.
In the end, I didn't finish the model because of all the problems I had 
come across.
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Re-order the material in the following passages, so that they are in 
time order. 

1. Straws Report
(a) We took the tower down but we left the base, because we were very pleased with 

how strong it looked.

(b) Again we took the tower down and started building up from the base.

(c) First we built the base. It was very strong, but we didn't know how to build the 
tower out of straws. We built it up very high but it didn't seem very strong because 
it was leaning over to the side.

(d) We started building up from the base, but the same thing happened - the weight 
on one side made it tilt as if it was going to collapse.

(e) When we had built the tower we noticed that it was still leaning to one side but not 
as much as before. We stuck a spare piece of plasticine to the side to even out 
the weight. It looked very safe and didn't tilt to one side.

2. Using expansion and contraction to fix rivets
(a) Then its end is hammered over.

(b) A very hot rivet is pushed through the plates.

(c) When the rivet cools down it pulls the two plates together very tightly.

3. The National Agricultural Labourers' Union
(a) By the end of the year this union had 100,000 members, but employers met 

demands for higher wages with lock-outs.

(b) After some short-lived successes, the union foundered in 1876, when it was 
unable to meet large demands on its strike-fund.

(c) This was founded in 1872 by Joseph Arch, a Warwickshire labourer and Primitive 
Methodist preacher.

4. Apple Charlotte
500g cooking apples 25g brown sugar

75g breadcrumbs 2 tbspns golden syrup

1 tbspn water rind and juice of half a lemon

(a) Add lemon juice to the syrup and baste it carefully over the crumbs: do not let it 
run on to the edge of the dish.

(b) Make the crumbs, peel the apples and slice them very thinly or shred them on a 
coarse grater.

(c) Bake the charlotte until the apple is soft and the top is golden-brown Serve with 
custard.

(d) Grease a 425-ml pie dish.

(e) Arrange thin layers of crumbs and thicker layers of apple in the pie-dish, pressing 
them well down, and finishing with a layer of crumbs.

(f) Put the syrup, sugar, water and grated lemon rind into a small saucepan and 
warm them gently.
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Order in academic texts: (2) space
Sometimes we have to write text which explains or comments on a map 
or diagram.
Usually we start with a General Statement about the diagram.
Then it makes it easier for our reader to follow if we start at the top and 
work down, or start at the bottom and work up. Then the reader can move 
easily from the diagram to the text and back.
Read the passage below.

What order does the writer use to help the reader?
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Below is a diagram of a caterpillar. The first sentence is a General 
Statement about the parts of a caterpillar.

The description which follows is not the best possible order.
Put the description into better order, starting with a General 
Statement.

1. The first three body segments correspond to the thorax of the adult 
and the remaining ten become its abdomen.

2. The last segment bears a pair of claspers similar to the prolegs.
3. There is a spiracle on both sides of the first thoracic segment and the 

first eight abdominal segments.
4. The body of the caterpillar is cylindrical and yellow with black 

markings. It consists of a head and thirteen segments.
5. The thoracic segments each bear a pair of "true" legs with claws at 

the end.
6. On the head are biting jaws which move transversely, and a pair of 

small antennae.
7. The third to sixth abdominal segments bear a pair of unjointed fleshy 

projections with rows of tiny hooks at the end. These are called 
prolegs.

Read the passage aloud, following the diagram. 

Does the passage make sense?
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Order in academic texts: (3) complexity
Sometimes we have to write about things which are in no particular order 
in space and time. In this case, we can often help our reader by putting 
the simplest item first and the most complex last.
For example:
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Types of drawing-boards
A) Desk-type (rigid) - The angle cannot be adjusted. This limits the use 
of the board to writing or simple drawing.
B) Easel-type - The angle is limited to that of the easel, so this would 
only be good for painting.
C) Adjustable-type - The angle of the board is adjustable for various 
uses. This is the main type used for design work.
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Put the following texts into a better order, by putting the simplest item 
first and the most complex last:

1. Types of stand frames

A. Rigid four-leg stands - These would be made of a lighter material. 
They are easier to make than an adjustable stand.

B. Adjustable stands - These can be folded, and the height of the 
board can be altered. They are made of a lighter material.

C. Rigid two-legged stands - These cannot be altered.

2. Experiments

You will need some marbles (to act as ."molecules") and a flat box or tray 
with vertical sides.

A. Next, with the tray flat on the table, shake the tray to and fro and from 
one side to give the "molecules" a lot more energy. You can see that 
the "molecules" fill all the available space in the tray. This is imitating 
a gas.

B. Now rock the tray gently from side to side. You can see that the 
group of "molecules" now has more energy and does not have a 
definite shape. This is imitating a liquid.

C. Place the marbles in the tray. Tilt the tray slightly so that the 
"molecules" collect at one end. You can see that the group of 
"molecules" has a definite size and shape. This is imitating a solid (a 
very cold solid).

Read the passages aloud in the correct order. 

Do the passages sound right?
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Order in academic texts: (4) good and 
bad
Very often in academic texts we describe a problem and solution and then 
comment on it.
It helps the reader if we write about the Good Things all together and then 
the Bad Things (or vice versa).
For example:
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Evaluation of a health project
I was pleased with the way the dish turned out, especially with the 
presentation.
However, I suspected that the book from which the recipe was taken 
was selling its own brand of polyunsaturated fat and any other would 
have worked as well.
I would have liked more time to organise the advertisement for  
television. If I had had more time, I would have made more posters.
I think I should have done a survey before starting the assignment. I  
could do one now, but it would be too late.
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Below is a passage of comment, evaluating the canning of food. The parts 
are
out of order.
Put the numbers of the parts in order, grouping the Advantages and
Disadvantages together.

Read aloud the passage in the order you have chosen.

Does the passage make sense?
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Advantages and disadvantages of canning food
1. The flavour of some foods may be altered by canning and there 

may be some vitamin loss and colour loss.
2. The food keeps for many years under most conditions (cans of 

food have been eaten after being left for years at the North Pole).
3. The vitamins lost are C and some of the B group which are 

partially destroyed by the heat - modern quick canning at high 
temperatures affects vitamins much less.

4. Food must be of very good quality or it will not can satisfactorily.
5. Canning is under strict legal control; so there is a high standard 

and little danger of food poisoning.
6. Canning saves wastage of a glut of food and gives variety to the 

diet.
7. Inspectors at ports check the standard of imported tinned goods.
8. Colour and flavour are often added, e.g. tinned peas.
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In the notes below the Advantages and Disadvantages of hard water 
are summed up.
Make two columns, headed Advantages and Disadvantages.
Put the number of each note under the correct heading.

1. Supplies calcium compounds required by the body for bones and 
teeth.

2. Wastes soap because some of the soap forms scum with the 
impurities in the water.

3. Scum formed leaves marks on clothes and baths.
4. Has a better taste than soft water.
5. Better for brewing beer.
6. Causes a layer of "fur" in kettles and scale in boilers and pipes. 

Scale in pipes may block pipes and radiators may be less efficient.
7. Spoils special finishes on fabrics.
8. Poisonous lead compounds in the pipes are less soluble in hard 

water.
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Put the passage below into time order: 

Below is a map of the Domesday (1086 A.D) settlements in the Chiltern 
Hills.
The text underneath is not as clearly ordered as it could be.
Rewrite it, putting the general statement first. Then re-order the detail.
(Start at the top left hand corner of the map and move to the bottom right-
hand.)
Domesday Settlements in the Chiltern Hills

1. On the land above 180m there are 
fewer settlements.

2. Clearly there are distinct patterns of 
settlement on this map.

3. To the south-east of the Chilterns 
are more settlements and these are 
fairly close to the river.

4. In the north-west there is an area 
with a high density of dots, and a 
concentration along the Upper 
Icknield Way, an ancient routeway 
used before the Romans came to 
Britain.

Read the description aloud, checking it
against the map.
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History of cement
1. Isambard Kingdom Brunei used cement when he built his famous 

tunnel under the Thames in 1838, and in 1851 a huge block of 
Portland cement was exhibited at the Great Exhibition in London.

2. The first people known to have used cement were the Egyptians 
who used it to build their pyramids. The Romans used lots of it 
too. They had volcanic rocks that could be ground down and 
roasted into a powder rather like our modern cement.

3. In 1824, Joseph Aspdin patented his "Portland Cement" which he 
said was "equal to the best merchantable Portland stone in 
solidity and durability".
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Put the following text into a better order, by putting the simplest item first 
and the most complex last.
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Below are the good and bad results for Britain of the Second World War. They
are all mixed up.
Separate them into disadvantages and advantages (in that order).
Begin the disadvantages with the General Statement: But Britain had
suffered other losses.
and the advantages with the General Statement: But the nation had also
gained something.

1. Many of her export markets were lost, as her customers had found other 
sources of supply.

2. Shipping tonnage had decreased. In 1938 Britain had about 18 million tons 
of merchant shipping, but such were the losses in the war that, despite an 
intensive shipbuilding programme, in 1945 she had only 13 million tons.

3. Agricultural production had doubled, so that by 1945 about 75% of the 
country's food was being produced at home, for farming was more efficient 
and new methods were more widely used.

4. Britain's losses in manpower, though much lower than the 1914-18 war 
casualties, were about 400,000 including those killed in the armed forces, 
the merchant navy, and civilians.

5. Industry also had had to become more efficient, and management had 
adopted more modern methods.

6. In addition there were many thousands who were injured, and who would 
be unable to play their full part in life.

7. Factories or airfields, designed for war, could be adapted for peacetime 
use.

8. The labour force had increased from 18 million to 22 million during the war, 
because there were no longer large numbers of unemployed and because 
more woman were in employment.

9. Many people, unskilled before the war, had received some training for 
specialist jobs during the war.

10.Other losses cannot be measured: the tiredness of the working population, 
and their emotional disturbances can but be surmised.

11. Further, a gain which cannot be estimated statistically, the war had united 
the British people in a common task. Victory had been brought about by a 
common effort.

Read the passage aloud to check that it makes sense.

Does the passage make sense now?
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Preparing a talk
Choose a subject you have studied and prepare a short talk on it.
Consider how it is best organised. For example:
Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome in time order
in space order (useful if you are talking about a map or picture) in order of 
complexity advantages and disadvantages

Give your talk to the class.

Do the same as above with a written article.

Look through textbooks in the subjects you are studying. Find 
examples of the kinds of order you have been considering in this 
chapter.
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Chapter 13 - Academic Writing:

Comparisons (1)

In this chapter you will learn:
• to use comparisons
• to use factors in making comparisons
• words for making comparisons
• to turn tables into texts and texts into tables
• to introduce and make headings for comparisons
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Comparisons
So far we have been writing texts that are organised in terms of Problem - 
Solution.
In this chapter we shall be considering texts that are organised on 
different lines - on comparing one thing with another.

Comparisons in everyday life
We use this pattern in everyday life. For example:
Jenny and Claire are twins. They are exactly the same to look at, except 
for their clothes. Jenny wears really bright clothes, but Claire isn't in with 
the fashion at all and dresses in very plain things. But they do have one 
thing in common - they both fancy the same boy. His name is Paul.

Copy the table below and fill it in from the text. Put a tick in the 
correct spaces.

Jenny and Claire:

Same Different

Looks

Clothes

Taste in men

Choose two people you know. Compare them from as many points 
of view as you can - character, as well as physical characteristics.
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Using factors
When we compare two things, we compare them with reference to certain 
points of view - or factors. In the example you have just been working on 
we compare two people from the point of view of looks, clothes and taste 
in men. These are factors.

Compare two flats or houses (where you live or used to live or hope to 
live, for example). Make a table (like the one comparing Jennie and 
Claire).
Use the following factors:

size number of rooms location state of repair

Think of other factors to compare the two dwellings.

Comparisons in academic writing
We use comparisons a great deal in writing academic texts. For example:

Turn the text above into a table with the factors on the left.
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Two Food Outlets
The main difference between “The Beeches" and "The Fox" is that "The 
Beeches" is a hotel as well as an eating establishment.
The service in the two restaurants is different: in "The Beeches" it is  
silver service, while in "The Fox" it is plate service. The restaurant at  
"The Fox" does not open for dinner, unlike "The Beeches".
The restaurant at "The Fox" seats more than the one at “The Beeches".  
So do the bars at "The Fox".
The prices at "The Beeches" are a lot higher than the prices at "The 
Fox". This is because "The Beeches" caters mainly for business people.
The hygiene rules, overheads, and what the managers expect of their  
staff are all basically the same at the two places. They both get  
vegetables, fruit and meat delivered, and they both cater for special  
functions.
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Tables and texts
When we want to make a comparison, it can be clearer if we set the 
information out in the form of a table. For example:

| Comparisons of marketing techniques |

Golden Delicious Apples in 3 stores

Shop Price Service Packaging Display Quality

Normid 32p Self In a packet All apples in 
one place 
other fruit 
nearby.

Class 1

Marks & 
Spencer

35p Self Put in a bag All apples 
at one end 
of display.

Class 1

A Evans 
Market Stall

39p Self Put your 
own in a 
bag.

All fruit on 
one side.
Vegetables 
on the 
other.

High
quality.
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Texts into tables
Turn the following texts into tables. Put the factors in a column on the left.

A. Comparing three Victoria sandwich cakes.
The cakes compared were a homemade one, a packet mix and a bought cake. 
The homemade cake took longer to make than the packet mix. Also the oven 
temperatures were different. The homemade cake was cooked on gas mark 4 
or 180°C, while the packet mix one needed an oven on gas mark 5 or 190°C. 
The packet mix cake was made with one egg and the homemade one with two.
When we weighed the 3 cakes, the packet mix one weighed 315g, the bought 
cake weighed 227g and the homemade one weighed 433g. We measured the 
height of the cakes and the homemade one was tallest. The bought cake was 
the palest looking cake. The most expensive cake was the bought one at 65p 
and the cheapest was the homemade one which cost 33p.

B. Materials for kitchen units
The materials must be strong, light weight, easy to work with, attractive in 
appearance and not too expensive.
Steel is very strong and would protect boxes of cereal and tins of food very 
well. It can be bought in thin sheets, which make it weigh less but are still very 
strong. It is very expensive, however.
Plastic comes in hundreds of different forms, hard or soft as required. It is 
strong and lightweight and not as expensive as steel, but I should find it hard to 
work with the tools at my disposal.
Chipboard is one of the cheapest materials available. On the other hand, it is 
rather heavy and, if bought in thin sheets, too weak. If it gets wet, it soaks up 
the water very easily, though it can be covered with a waterproof varnish.
Hardboard could also be used. It is cheap but very flimsy.
Hard and Soft woods come in hundreds of different kinds. They are harder to 
work with and expensive. Plywood is very strong and can be finished with 
veneer to make it more attractive.

C. Fascism in Germany and Italy
In both countries support for the fascists came from the owners of the 
companies, landowners and farmers. In both countries the fascists gained 
power by the use of armed force. The Communist Party was banned in both 
Italy and Germany.
In both countries personal freedom was limited by the fascists, but Italy never 
pursued a policy of extermination of minority groups, such as Hitler's 
programme against the Jews and gypsies. Nor did Italy set up concentration 
camps for opponents of the fascists, as Hitler did in Germany.
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Words for making comparisons
We often signal that we are comparing things by the use of particular 
words. For example:

smart smarter smartest

more most less least

same similar different opposite

but while however on the other hand whereas

Look through the texts on pages 115 and 117 to find words which 
show your reader that you are making a comparison.
We often need such words when we turn tables into texts. For example:

The annual rainfall in Dundee on the East coast of Scotland is 761 millimetres, 
whereas the annual rainfall for Oban on the West coast is 1451.
OR: The annual rainfall in Dundee on the East coast of Scotland is 761 

millimetres. In Oban on the West coast of Scotland, however, it is almost 
twice as much with 1451 millimetres.

OR: The annual rainfall in Oban on the West coast of Scotland is 1451 
millimetres. That of Dundee on the East coast, on the other hand, is only 
761 millimetres.
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Tables into texts

Read over the texts you have just written. 

Do they make sense?
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Introducing Comparisons
The texts we have just rewritten are all detail. They need an introductory 
General Statement to help our reader grasp our meaning. For example:
We can contrast the rainfall on the East coast of Scotland with that on the 
West coast. In Dundee on the East coast it is 761 millimetres. In Oban on the 
West coast, however, it is almost twice as much with 1451 millimetres.
OR The annual rainfall of Dundee on the East coast of Scotland is only half that 

of Oban on the West coast: in the former it is 761 millimetres, while in the 
latter it is 1451 millimetres.

OR There is a considerable difference between the annual rainfall in Oban and 
Dundee: Oban on the West coast has 1451 millimetres, while Dundee on the 
East coast has only 761.

What are the words in the above texts which indicate that a comparison is 
to follow?
Turn the following tables into texts, using words for comparison.

A.

Town Where situated Annual Rainfall

Lisbon Portugal 708

Bergen Norway 1930

B.

Country Water available (1985) (1,000 cubic 
meters per head per year)

Finland 21.33

Malta 0.07

c.

City Rainfall in 
January (in mm)

Rainfall in
July (in mm)

Manila 18 253

Jakarta 335 61

Read over the texts you have just written? 
Do they make sense?
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Headings
When we decide to set out our comparison in the form of a table, we need a 
heading to tell our reader what our subject is. This has the same function as 
the General Statement.
For example, without a heading or a General Statement, the following table 
is quite baffling:

Yolk White
Protein 16.2% 12.6%
Fat 31.7% None
Mineral Elements 1.1% 0.59%
Water 50.9% 85.7%

if we introduce it by a heading, our intention is quite clear. For example:
Comparison of the Contents of the Yolk and White of Eggs

OR
Nutritional Value of the Yolk and White of the Egg.

Note that the most helpful heading is often the one that spells out the 
structure of the text - in this case a comparison.
Make up headings for the following texts and tables which indicate 
that a comparison is to follow:

A. In the 1840's water was in short supply. Whilst the wealthy had taps 
in their homes, most of the citizens had to share a stand-pipe with 
perhaps another hundred families.

B. Insect bites or stings involve the injection of a small amount of 
chemical into the skin. Bee stings involve the injection of an acid. The 
sting or bite should be treated with calamine lotion or bicarbonate of 
soda (sodium hydrogencarbonate) to remove the irritation. Wasp 
stings, however, are different. They are best treated with vinegar 
(acetic or ethanoic acid) because this sting involves the injection of 
an alkali.

C. Newspapers sold per 1000 
people United Kingdom 

570
Pakistan
9

(Continued on page 122)
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(continued)

D. USA Guatemala

Percentage of population in 
higher education

6.02 1.51

E. America's industrial expansion was tremendous. In 1860, Great 
Britain made one and a half times as many manufactured goods as 
the USA. In 1900, the USA made twice as many as Great Britain.

F. A distinction is usually made between two forms of, or stages in, 
respiration called aerobic and anaerobic. Aerobic respiration involves 
the use of oxygen in the break down of carbohydrates or fats which 
are eventually oxidized completely to carbon dioxide and water. 
Anaerobic respiration is the breakdown of carbohydrates to release 
energy without the use of oxygen.

Make a table comparing two people - for example, your brothers and 
sisters, parents or friends. Put the factors down the left hand side.

Write up the table as a text. Write a general statement to introduce it and 
give it a heading.

Make a table comparing two buildings you know - for example, an old 
house and a new house, a small shop and a supermarket.
Write it up as a text with a heading and general introductory statement.

Discuss the topics you are covering in other subjects.
What comparisons are you making?
When do you use tables and when do you use texts?
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Chapter 14 - Academic Writing:

Comparisons (2)

In this chapter you will learn:
1. to group similarities together and also differences 

(compare and contrast)
2. two ways of writing up comparisons
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Similarities and differences: compare 
and contrast
In the last chapter we looked at some simple comparisons. In this chapter 
we shall study more complex ones.
Sometimes we want to compare things that are like in some respects but 
unlike in others. We use compare for the similarities and contrast for the 
differences.
It can help our readers if we group the similarities together and then the 
differences. (As always we also need to give a heading or an introductory 
General Statement).
For example:

Paul Greta

Age 15 15

Brothers and sisters none 3 brothers, 1 sister

School performance very good average

Hair colour dark dark

Build tall and thin tall and thin

Character quiet, solitary lively, sociable

Interests music and stamps music and dancing

We can write this up as follows:
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Paul and Greta
Paul and Greta are in the same class. They are 15 years old and both 
are tall and thin with dark hair. They are both fond of music.
But while Greta has three brothers and a sister, Paul is an only child.  
He is very good at his schoolwork, whereas Greta is just average.  
Their characteristics are very different - Paul is quiet and solitary, while  
Greta on the other hand is lively and sociable.
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Pick out the words in the passage about Paul and Greta which show a 
comparison is being made. Write them down.

Turn the following table into a text.
Give the similarities in the first paragraph and the differences in the second. 
Give the passage a heading.

June Abdul

Age 13 16

Brothers and sisters 2 sisters 2 brothers

School performance very good very good

Hair colour mousy dark

Build tall and thin short and plump

Character quiet and serious noisy and jolly

Interests chess and reading football

Read your paragraphs aloud.

Do they sound clear and well-written?

Choose two people you both know. Talk about them, discussing ways 
in which they are similar, and ways in which they are different. (You 
may choose two friends, two neighbours etc.)
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Comparing climatic features
In the table below the rainfall and the temperature for two cities are given.

City January July Year

Manila: temperature(°C) 25.4 27.9 27.3 (average)

rainfall (mm) 18 253 1791 (total)

Jakarta
:

temperature (°C) 26.2 26.7 26.9 (average)

rainfall (mm) 335 61 1755 (total)

The temperature in the two cities is similar throughout the year. The 
rainfall is similar in total amount, but different in the times of the year at 
which it falls.
We can write this table up as follows: -

A suitable title for this text would be:
The Climate of Manila and Jakarta: a Comparison
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The temperature of Manila and Jakarta is much the same throughout  
the year with an annual average of 27.3° C in Manila and 26.9°C in  
Jakarta. The total annual rainfall is also similar (1791 mm in Manila  
and 1755 mm in Jakarta), but the season in which it falls is different.  
The rainfall in January in Manila is 18 mm, while in Jakarta it is 335 
mm. In July the situation is reversed: the rainfall in Manila is 253 mm,  
but in Jakarta it is 61 mm.
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Turn the following table into a text, stating first the similarities and then 
the differences. Give the passage a heading.

City January July Year

Harare temperature (°C) 20.0 13.6 18.2 (average)
rainfall (mm) 216 1 863 (total)

Capetown temperature (°C) 20.6 12.2 16.7 (average)

rainfall (mm) 15 89 508 (total)

Read the title and text aloud.

Does the text make sense?

Choose two places and discuss first the similarities and then the 
differences. (You may choose two towns or villages, or parts of your own 
town.)

Choose two television programmes of the same kind — news, soap, 
comedy etc. Discuss the similarities and differences between the two 
programmes.
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Comparing news programmes
Below is an analysis of two news programmes which went out on the same day 
- one on television and one on radio.
Write a passage comparing them. Group together the differences and 
similarities.
Give the passage a heading and an introductory sentence.
News at Ten Friday 21st April 1989

Item Description Duration Category

1 Headlines 20sec

2 Troops break up demonstration in Georgia, 
U.S.S.R.

2min 16sec overseas

3 Newspaper invasion of privacy.

Elton John: apology and compensation by 
Sun. Interviews with editors and M.P. with 
private member's bill.

5min home

4 Hillsborough disaster - arrests made. 
Interviews.

4min 20sec home

5 £1 million compensation to brain-damaged 
girl.

2min 18sec home

6 Shelling in Beirut. Appeal from United 
Nations. Britons leave.

2min 28sec overseas

7 Students in China protest. 1 min 50sec overseas

8 Rise in interest rates 39sec financial

9 £1 million takeover bid for Plessey. 9 sec financial

10 Queen's Award for exports. 25sec financial

11 Drug smuggler cleared of helping 1 min 25sec crime
12 Interview with Nigel Mansell on eve of 

motor race.
1min 25sec sport

13 Soccer results 15sec sport
14 Gatting scored 72 runs. Ian Botham's 

appearance.
38sec sport

15 Recapitulation of main story: riots in 
Georgia.

13sec overseas

16 Duchess of York-first appearance of baby. 1 min 10sec royalty
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Radio News 6.00p.m. Friday 21st April 1989.

1 Headlines. 1min 15sec

2 Hillsborough inquiry. 6min 36sec home

3 Plessey takeover bid 1min 20sec financial
4 Compensation for brain-damaged girl. 1min 24sec home

5 Home Secretary - international co-operation         1 min 
50sec against drugs.

home

6 Drug-smuggler cleared of helping husband 
escape.

1 min 20sec home

7 Newspaper invasion of privacy. 1 min 56sec home.

8 South Africa withdrawing security forces. 1min 33sec overseas

9 U.S.A. trial over Oliver North. 23 sec overseas
10 Spies in Middle East. 1min 32sec overseas

11 Passenger ferry on way to Lebanon in 
spite of fighting.

37 sec overseas

12 Protests in Jordan over price rises. 40 sec overseas
13 Demonstrations in Peking 1 min 20sec overseas

14 Scotland should be represented in Europe. 1 min 20sec home

15 Campaign to support Mrs. Thatcher's stand 
in Brussels.

35 sec home

16 Discrimination against AIDS victims at 
work.

1 min 37sec home

17 Interest rates. 1 min 58sec financial
18 Recycling plant for used cans to be built. 33 sec financial

19 Shares sold in Andrew Lloyd Webber's 
music company.

20 sec financial

20 Round-up of financial news. 16 sec financial
21 Centenarian renews driving licence. 28 sec human 

interest
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Two ways of writing up comparisons
Sometimes in writing comparative texts we have a choice:
If we start with our information in a table, we can write it up either 
vertically or horizontally from the columns of the table.
For example, here is a description of two characters in a story. (They are 
brother and sister).

Lena Ravi

Age 12 15
Hair brown, straight brown, curly
School Performance very good very good
Best subject Maths Art
Interests animals keeping fit

We can write this up using the table vertically as follows:

Or we can write it up horizontally like this:

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these two ways of 
writing up comparisons.
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Lena and Ravi are sister and brother. Lena is twelve years old, with  
straight brown hair. She is very good at school, where her best subject  
is Maths.
Her chief interest is animals.
Ravi is fifteen years old. He has brown curly hair and, like his sister, he 
is very good at schoolwork. His best subject, however, is Art. His main  
interest is keeping fit.

Lena and Ravi are sister and brother. Lena is twelve years old and 
Ravi fifteen. Both have brown hair, but while Lena's is straight, Ravi's  
is curly. They are both very good at school, but while Lena's best  
subject is Maths, Ravi's is Art. Their interests are also different: Lena's  
chief interest is animals whereas Ravi's main interest is keeping fit.
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Write up the following table first vertically and then horizontally.

June Jessie

Age 14 14.5
Birthday June December
Build short, stocky tall, thin
School performance fair good usually
Interests fashion, music sport, music

Read the two passages aloud.

Check that they make sense. Which do you think reads best?

We can write up information in academic texts in the same two ways.
Below is a comparison of Junior Schools and Secondary Schools set out in 
the form of a table.

Write it up first vertically and then horizontally.

Junior Schools Secondary Schools

Age of children 7-11 11-16

Class size 30-40 20-30

Teachers same teacher for 
most work

specialist teachers for each 
subject

Subjects no choice some choice and greater 
range

Size of school 100-400 800-2000

Read over your comparisons to check that they make sense. 

Which one do you prefer?
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Read the information in the text below. Then copy out the table and put 
ticks in the columns to give the correct information at a glance.
Choice of liquids for thermometers.
Mercury is used because (a) it expands evenly as the temperature rises 
and (b) it is a good conductor of heat. Unfortunately, it freezes solid if it is 
used in very cold places.
Alcohol is sometimes used instead, although it is not such a good 
conductor of heat. It is used because (a) it can be used at very low 
temperatures and (b) its expansion is six times greater than mercury. 
Unfortunately it cannot be used in hot places because it boils if placed in 
very hot water.

mercurv alcohol

Expands more evenly

Expands more
A better conductor
Useful at high temperatures
Useful at low temperatures
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Below is a table containing a great deal of information. It is followed by a 
text giving the same information. Words are missing from the text.
Write out the text filling in the missing words from the information in 
the table.
The properties of alpha - sulphur and beta - sulphur: a comparison

Appearance alpha - sulphur
Bright yellow crystals

beta - sulphur
Orange-brown needle 
shaped crystals

Solubility Insoluble in water Soluble in organic solvents 
like methylbenzene and 
carbon disulphide

Effect of heat Melts at 113°C Melts at 119°C

Range of stability More stable below 96°C More stable above 96°C

Burning in 
Oxygen Burns to produce sulphur 

dioxide
No residue.

Burns to produce sulphur 
dioxide.
No residue.

alpha - sulphur and beta - sulphur are similar in two respects. First, with 
regard to...........: neither is soluble in ...........,but both dissolve 
in..................solvents like methylbenzene and carbon disulphide. Secondly, 
when burnt in............................, both produce................. .........................., 
leaving no residue.
They are, however,..............................in most other respects. In 
appearance, alpha - sulphur consists of.............crystals, while 
....................is formed of orange-brown needle-shaped.........................They 
differ too in the effect of.............................on them:
alpha - sulphur.....................at a lower temperature than beta - sulphur 
(113°C and..................respectively). Their range of stability is 
also...................alpha - sulphur is more stable........................96°C, while 
beta - sulphur is more stable above.......................

Read the passage you have written aloud to one another to check that 
it makes sense.
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Compare two programmes, as the student has done on page x.
Write up your results in the form of a table.
Then write a paragraph or two bringing out the main points of similarity 
and difference.

Do this exercise on your own.
Compare two events or things in the forms of a table-for instance, two 
holidays, two schools you have attended, two shops etc.
Write the comparisons up into two texts-one vertical and the other 
horizontal. 

Give your texts to your partners to read and ask for their comments.
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Chapter 15 - Academic Writing:

Theory and practice

In this chapter you will learn:
• that some problems can be solved by common 

sense.
• that some problems can only be solved by specialist 

knowledge
• that abstract knowledge can have practical effects
• to relate headings and questions
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Problem - solution
Match the Problems below with their Solutions.
Problems.

1. Cheese is difficult to digest.

2. There have been outbreaks of salmonella poisoning on the island of 
Guam, especially among children.

3. The summer of 1976 was long and hot, and Great Britain was in the 
grip of a drought.

4. Stoke-on-Trent is too dependent on a few industries.

5. The great need in the middle of the nineteenth century was for the 
mass production of steel.

6. The baby is hungry and tired.

Solutions.

A. Give her something to eat and put her to bed.

B. By August things were so serious that the Government created 
emergency powers to control the use of water.

C. So it is important to divide cheese up or chew it well before 
swallowing.

D. This became possible because of three inventions between 1859 
and 1878.

E. The victims are being treated in hospital.

F. The answer to this is industrial diversification.

Read through the texts. 

Check that they make sense.
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When common sense is not enough ....
In some of the texts you have just assembled, common sense tells us what 
to do about the problem.

For 
example:

Problem: The baby is hungry and tired
Solution: Give her something to eat and put her to bed.

However, in some cases, common sense is not enough. For example, here 
is a student's Home Economics project:

Problem: I had to make a dish for a person suffering from heart 
trouble.

Before the student could find a Solution to this Problem, she had to ask a 
question:

QUESTION: What kinds of foods should a person suffering from heart 
trouble eat?

She then had to read books and ask people who had suffered heart 
attacks, to find an answer. In other words, she did research. The answer to 
her question was:

ANSWER: A person suffering from heart trouble should not eat salt, 
sugar or saturated fat.

When she had got an answer to her question, she could then go on to a 
Solution of her Problem:

SOLUTION: I made a vegetable grill, which contained none of the 
forbidden foods.

What is education?
Education is all about asking questions and finding answers to them. 
Sometimes, as in the example above we ask questions because we need 
the answers to help us solve our problems.
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Asking questions
Below are some problems. Before we can solve them we need to ask some questions.

Jot down a question (or questions) that we need to find an answer to, before we 
can solve our problem.

1. Many people get indigestion after eating cheese.

2. There have been outbreaks of salmonella poisoning on the island of Guam, 
especially among children.

3. The weather throughout the world seems to be changing, with water shortages 
and droughts in many areas.

Below are some answers, which may (or may not) fit the questions you have thought 
up.

Try to match them up with your questions. If they do not fit, discuss the reasons 
for this.

A) Salmonella bacteria were found in the contents of vacuum cleaner bags.

B) Many scientists believe that the temperature of the earth is gradually rising 
owing to the depletion of the ozone layer of the atmosphere. This is caused 
mainly by the emission of smoke and gases from industry and power stations.

C) Cheese is difficult to digest because it is highly concentrated with a high 
percentage of fat. The fat forms a waterproof layer or coating round the protein, 
preventing the stomach juices from reaching the casein readily.The larger the 
lumps of cheese which reach the stomach, the more difficult the digestion will 
be.

Will the answers help us solve the problems? (A class discussion on this might 
be interesting.)
Below are some problems which people have to deal with.

Jot down some of the questions which have to be asked before solutions can be 
found.

1. In some areas people find washing difficult because the water is "hard."

2. There are famines in Africa in this century.

3. Wasps spoil the apple crop.

4. We want to develop better weapons than our "enemies."

5. Oil is running out.

6. Some people get fat even though they do not eat a lot.

7. Wars and revolution cause a lot of suffering:

8. Creatures like the tiger and rhinoceros are in danger of dying out.

9. Everyone needs to be able to manage money.

10. 10. Cancer is an increasing problem.
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Specialist knowledge
To answer the questions you have asked above, we need the knowledge of 
specialists in particular subjects. Some of these subjects are studied in 
school.
Take each of the questions you have asked on page 138. Which of the 
following subjects may help us to answer them?

If you study other subjects, add them to the list and use them to help with 
the questions.

There are other subjects which are not commonly studied in school but 
which may help us to find answers to important questions.
Which of the questions you have asked may be answered by specialists in 
these subjects?

(If you do not already know the meaning of these words, look them up 
in your dictionary.)

So far we have considered Questions and Answers in order to solve 
problems.
Sometimes, however, we ask questions just for the fun of it - because we 
are curious about the world.
Discuss some questions you would like the answers to.
(For example: Why is my road called "Fashoda Road"? Why do some 
people have red hair?)

Discuss the questions people have thought up and suggest where they 
might find the answers.
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Knowledge is power
People who ask questions for fun or because they are simply curious 
about how things work sometimes come up with answers that change the 
world.
For example, Einstein came up with his famous formula:
e = mc2
to solve a theoretical problem.
Because of his curiosity we have the promise of nuclear power and the 
threat of the atom bomb.

Think of other theoretical answers that have the power to solve 
problems (or create them).
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Match the following academic questions and answers

Questions

1. Why do we have eyelids?

2. If bacterial contamination of food cannot be detected how can it be 
prevented?

3. Why do plants store food?
4. How can we tell how developed a country is?
5. What policy did the U.S.A pursue in the years after the First World 

War?
6. What is fuel?

7. Where does the name 'X-rays' come from?

Answers

A. Fuels are substances which may be made to do work. When they 
burn, energy is released. This energy can be in the form of heat, 
light, electricity or movement.

B. Food in the storage organs enables very rapid growth in the spring.

C. The eyelid can cover and so protect the eye. Closing the eyelids 
can be a voluntary or reflex action. Regular blinking serves to 
distribute fluid over the surface of the eye and prevents it drying up.

D. One way of telling how developed a country is to look at the types 
of industries that are carried on there.

E. X stands for 'unknown'. This name was chosen because even the 
man who discovered them could not explain what they were.

F. Fortunately, the nature and behaviour of bacteria have been 
studied for many years and are now well known to bacteriologists 
who have formulated certain rules for keeping food free from 
infection.

G. After congress had rejected Woodrow Wilson, the U.S.A. embarked 
on a policy of isolationism - she did not want to be bothered with 
Europe.

Choose two or three of these questions and answers. How is this 
abstract knowledge important for solving our problems?
Share your views with the class.
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Headings
We can turn the questions on page 139 into headings to introduce the 
texts which give the answers: For example:

We could also head the text: The Use of the Eyelids 
or simply: Eyelids

Turn the other questions on page 141 into headings. 

Turn the headings below into questions:
1. Planning in Old Towns
2. The Uses of Fertilisers
3. The Structure of Molecules
4. Causes of the First World War
5. The Circulation of the Blood
6. Air
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The Function of Eyelids
The eyelids can cover and so protect the eye. Closing the eyelids can 
be a voluntary or reflex action. Regular blinking serves to distribute 
fluid over the surface of the eye and prevents it drying up.
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Write down the questions which are answered by the following texts.

1. Pushes and pulls are forces. Whenever we are pushing or pulling, 
lifting or bending, twisting or tearing, stretching or squeezing, we are 
exerting a force.

2. The vocal chords are two folds protruding from the lining of the 
larynx. They contain ligaments which are controlled by muscles. 
When air is passed over them in a certain way they vibrate and 
produce sounds. The controlling muscles can alter the tension in the 
cords and the distance between them. In this way they vary the pitch 
and quality of the sounds produced.

3. Since the eleventh century many changes have occurred in the 
settlement pattern of the Chilterns. Some villages have become 
major towns, while others have declined and are now known as lost 
villages. In the eleventh century the clay lowland areas supported 
many farms and villages but today with an increased use of 
machinery and larger farm units, fewer people work on the land and 
it is these areas which have "lost"many of their farm buildings and 
villages.

4. Many chemicals have been used to control insect pests. Since the 
Second World War certain chlorine and phosphorus compounds 
have been used instead of chemicals like cyanide and nicotine in the 
control of insect pests. Although they are less poisonous to humans 
and other animals, they cause problems because they remain 
unchanged in the soil.

5. However bad the conditions of the working population, those of the 
destitute the "casualties of life" were far worse. Destitution, the 
complete inability to provide the bare necessities of life, was the lot 
of several categories of people. Very young children, too young to 
work, either orphaned or abandoned; those who were sick; those 
who were aged; and those who were unable or unwilling to find 
employment - all needed care. The problem of the poor had always 
been present, but during the nineteenth century it was made more 
acute by industrialisation, which led to more pronounced trade 
cycles.

Turn the questions you have asked into headings.

Read aloud each heading and the text that goes with it, to check that 
they all make sense.
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Tools for answering questions
We all know about and sometimes use tools for solving practical 
problems - for example, lawn-mowers, sewing-machines, earthmovers, 
spanners, needles etc.
We also use tools for answering questions. Some of them are fairly new, 
such as space-probes for finding out what the planets are made of. Some 
of them have been in use for many centuries, such as maps for charting 
the world accurately.
Here are some of the tools that are used by people studying Chemistry, 
Geography, Physics, History and Biology:

measuring equipment documents telescopes

aerial photographs graphs gas jars

Bunsen burners computers statistics

maps algebra centrifuges

language questionnaires geometry

Write out the subject and against each, some of the tools of the 
trade.
(Some tools are used by several subjects).
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Chapter 16 - Academic Writing:

Point of view

In this chapter you will learn:
• that in academic writing we express our point of 

view by our choice of words
• that point of view may occur literally
• that point of view often occurs metaphorically
• to approach things from the point of view of others
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Point of view in academic texts
We can never speak or write without expressing our point of view.
This applies as much to academic texts as to stories or letters. Writers of 
academic texts show their point of view by the selection of what they 
consider to be important and also by the use of approving or disapproving 
words.
Read the following texts and write down the words which show the 
writer's approval of his or her subject.

1. The bunsen burner is a cleverly designed piece of apparatus that 
was first made 200 years ago.

2. Evaluation of Home Economics Assignment: I think the assignment 
worked out quite well. The quiche turned out quite well, and the 
orange juice, salad and apple were nice, but then they couldn't 
exactly go wrong.

3. Building a tower out of straws: . . . .  we were quick to employ Helen 
to do the intricate parts as she was by far the most gentle of us all. 
When our tower was finished, we all sat back and admired it. When 
placed next to the other towers, ours, although the smallest, looked 
the best- designed and the strongest. I think we were all very 
pleased with the finished result.

4. I enjoyed the work we did and thought it was a good idea, because 
you get everyone working together and sharing their ideas.

Rewrite the pieces above, so that it is clear that you disapprove of 
the subject.
For example: The bunsen burner is a piece of apparatus which is already 
200 years old and it is a pity that it is still in general use.
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Read the following texts and write down the words which show the 
writer's disapproval of his subject:

1. Italian fascism was not as ruthless and brutal as that in Germany.

2. Nicotine is more of a danger than many drugs which are illegal, 
such as marijuana, and it is certainly addictive.

3. The final design I achieved meets the problem it set out to solve. 
Unfortunately, it did not come up to the exact idea I had had.

4. The public school boys had closed minds and were highly 
insensitive. It is not fair to blame them for this, but the system which 
takes them away from family life at the age of seven.

5. Working conditions in Edwardian England were terrible. People 
spent long hours slaving away in factories or mills for very poor 
wages,which were not enough to keep them healthy.
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Point of view - literal
Point of view can be quite literally what you can see from a certain angle.
For example, take the view out of your classroom window or one of the 
windows at home.
Describe what you can see from that point of view.
Then choose a place in the view - a house opposite or a tree in the 
distance. Imagine that you are at that point and describe your school or 
home and its surroundings from that point of view.

Point of view in geography
What you have just done may turn up in a more formal way as part of a 
Geography examination.
Below is a sketch of a glacier entering a lake. A map of the area is given 
below that.
A Fieldsketch drawn in the Brigsdalsbreen area.
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This map shows the area in which the fieldsketch opposite was 
drawn.

Imagine where the person was on the map when s/he drew the sketch. 
Answer the first two examination questions.

1. In which direction was the person who did the fieldsketch facing 
when the sketch was made?

2. Name the features M and P shown on the fieldsketch.

Point of view - metaphoric
When we talk "our point of view", we do not usually mean a literal point of 
view. We mean a metaphoric point of view - that is, our opinion.

Choose a building in your area to talk about with your partner.
One of you takes the point of view of a developer who wants the land to 
build an office block on - she thinks that it ought to be pulled down.
The other one takes the point of view of a local person - that it must be 
preserved at all costs (for example, on grounds of historical interest or 
usefulness to the community).

This can be taken up as a class activity with a Committee acting as the 
experts in a Public Inquiry, various contributors from either side and the rest 
of the class as the public.
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Point of view in advertising
As part of work in Media Studies the student whose work is reproduced 
below has designed an advertisement for children aged between seven 
and eleven who are health-conscious. To do this the student has had to 
imagine the point of view of such a child. This is the result:

Discuss how far you think the student has succeeded in appealing to the 
group she is aiming at.
Suggest some improvements.
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Designing an advertisement
Choose a group in the population and a product you want to sell to them.

For 
example: hot water bottles for Senior Citizens a 

record for teenagers
cough mixture for mothers of young 
children

Design an advertisement which will sell your product to that market. You 
will first have to imagine yourself in the position of that kind of person.

Make a wall display of your work.

Point of view in history
Historians have to be able to imagine themselves into the points of view of 
people who lived in the past.
Think about the period of history you are studying at the moment (or have 
studied in the past).
Choose a person living at that time (famous or ordinary) and write about a 
historical event from their point of view.

Devise a play about that historical event with different students taking 
on different points of view.

Contemporary history
History is happening now as well as in the past.
Take some important public event at home or abroad that you have seen 
recently on television. Imagine you were both there but on different sides.
Describe what happened to one another from your different viewpoints.
(Again this could be shared as a class lesson.)
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Read the following passages and write out the words and phrases 
which show the author's approval or disapproval:
1. All this suggests that Stoke-on-Trent is too dependent on a few 

industries. If for some reason the demand for their products 
declines there is a danger of widespread unemployment.

2. The wars against France in the reigns of William III and Anne made 
the importation of French brandy difficult, and this resulted in an 
increase in British-distilled gin and whisky. As the production of 
these entailed the use of wheat and barley, and aided the British 
farmer, only a low duty was imposed, and the price was well within 
the range of all. Gin drinking became a scourge, particularly in 
London.

3. Worse than that, chemicals plants producing essential products 
such as sulphuric acid add tonnes of sulphur dioxide to the air each 
year. This gas escapes into the atmosphere only to be washed out 
by rain hundreds of miles away. It then damages plants, and 
corrodes buildings.

4. (From a passage about the suffragettes before the First World War)
Women had no vote at the time, and the suffragettes agitated to get 
the vote for women. As a result, they often landed up in prison, 
where they sometimes went on hunger strike.
The government did not know how to deal with hunger strikes in 
prison. The Home Secretary, Reginald McKenna, said: "There are 
four alternative ways of dealing with it: the first is to let them die in 
prison; the second is to deport them; the third is to treat them as 
lunatics; and the fourth is to give them the vote."
It is a pity that he and the liberals did not adopt the fourth method. 
Instead, he found a fifth alternative - the so-called "Cat and Mouse" 
Act. This allowed prisoners to be released temporarily on medical 
grounds and then recalled when they were eating and well again. 
Emmeline Pankhurst was recalled to jail eight times under this act.

5. (From a passage about the Second World War)
It was fortunate that the Air Ministry did not take notice of the 
newspaper campaign for Britain to have large quantities of dive 
bombers, for the bomber proved a much more effective machine.
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Another point of view
Below are the same pieces of information as on page 152, rewritten from a 
different point of view. They are out of order.
Match them with the originals on the opposite page.

A. Unfortunately, the Air Ministry did not take notice of the newspaper 
campaign for Britain to have large quantities of dive bombers. We 
shall never know whether it might not have proved a much more 
effective weapon than the fighter bomber.

B. One positive result of the wars against France in the reigns of 
William III and Anne was that the importation of brandy was made 
difficult. This resulted in an increase in British-distilled gin and 
whisky. As the production of these spirits entailed the use of wheat 
and barley, and aided the British farmer, only a low duty was 
imposed, and the price was now well within the range of all. Gin-
drinking became very popular, particularly in London.

C. Chemical plants producing essential products such as sulphuric 
acid add tonnes of sulphur dioxide to the air each year. This gas 
escapes into the atmosphere, but happily it is washed out by the 
rain hundreds of miles away.

D. At first the Government did not know how to deal with the hunger 
strikes in prison. The Home Secretary, Reginald McKenna said: 
"There are four alternative ways of dealing with it: the first is to let 
these women die in prison; the second is to deport them; the third is 
to treat them as lunatics; and the fourth is to give them the vote."
At last, however, the Government came up with a fifth alternative - a 
clever idea called the "Cat and Mouse" Act. This allowed prisoners 
to be released temporarily on medical grounds and then recalled 
when they were eating and well again. Emmeline Pankhurst was 
recalled to jail eight times under this Act.

E. Fortunately, few industries now remain in Stoke-on-Trent. If the 
demand for their products declines, there is every chance that these 
factories too will be eliminated.

Go through the rewritten passages and write out the words which 
show the new point of view.
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Point of view: hindsight
Read the following account of the Chartist movement:

The passage you have just read comes from a history book written over a 
century after the events it describes - after all the demands of the 
Chartists have been met and have become part of the way we live.
Rewrite the information in the passage from the point of view of one 
of the M.P.s who voted against the Charter in 1839.
(It may help to remember that many of the poor at that time were 
uneducated and lived in squalid conditions.)
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The working class now tried political action - to reform the system of 
government so that the lives of the labouring poor would be improved. 
A Reform Act had been passed in 1832 which made the franchise (the 
right to vote) less narrow, but in most boroughs the working man was 
not enfranchised. Because of a property qualification, he could not 
become an M.P.
- an impracticable idea anyway in those days as M.P.s were unpaid. In 
short, to the working class, political power was in the hands of the 
"other nation" (that is, the rich) - which cared not for them, or, if it did, 
could not understand their problems.
Political representation for the working man by the working man was 
the need. This opinion found expression in the foundation of the 
London Working Men's Association in 1836. This drew up a Charter 
containing six points: votes for all adult males, annual general 
elections, voting by secret ballot, equal electoral districts, payment for 
M.P.s and the abolition of the property qualification for M.P.s
The Chartist Petition was presented to Parliament in 1839, but was 
rejected in the House of Commons by 235 votes to 46. This was 
followed by riots in the Bull Ring, Birmingham. Constables were sent 
from London to deal with the disorders, and Chartists leaders were 
arrested there. In Newport, Monmouthshire, a group marching to 
attempt to free imprisoned Chartists was met by troops who fired on 
the crowd, inflicting some casualties. The leaders of this Newport 
Rising were arrested and transported to Australia. By the end of 1839 
the Chartist movement had almost died out.
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Chapter 17 - Long Sentences 
from Short Sentences (1)

In this chapter you will learn:
how to use link-words such as

• and
• which
• but, although, however
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Long sentences in academic writing
When we talk to one another, we tend to use very short sentences. 
However, when we write academic English we often have to use long 
sentences, because we have to combine a lot of ideas. This is made 
possible by the use of link-words.
The passage below (which we studied in Book 2) is typical of academic 
English: 

The link words in the passage are in bold. In this chapter and the next we 
shall learn to use words like these.

And .... and.... and....
The most common and the most useful joining-word in English is and.
For example, we could write up an experiment as follows:

It is much less boring if we join together some of these sentences:
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Preservation of food
The aim of preservation is to preserve foodstuffs at their most 
nutritious stage, so that they may be used when fresh food is not 
available.
All food is liable in time to deteriorate and decay, but the rate at which 
this happens depends upon the type of food and the conditions under 
which it is kept.
Enzymes and bacteria are two of the agents whose action leads to 
the decay of food. If allowed to act unhindered, their action will 
culminate in the final stage of decay - the breakdown of the tissues.

The apparatus was set up as shown above. The stop clock was 
zeroed.
The ball was fixed onto the magnet. The distance from the bottom of  
the ball to the trapdoor was measured.

The apparatus was set up as shown above and the stop clock was 
zeroed.
The ball was fixed onto the magnet and the distance from the bottom 
of the ball to the trapdoor was measured.
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Here is the beginning of an examination question in Business Studies:

Rewrite the question in only three sentences, using "and" to join 
some of them.

Moreover
A joining-word which emphasises that we are adding something else is 
moreover. For example:
The West coast of Norway has a harsh climate. Moreover, the land is not 
favourable to farming.
Note that the sentences remain separate.

Use "moreover" in the passage about starting a business above.
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Jack and Shamala Smith are tired of working for other people.
They want to make the break.
They want to start their own business.
They are both keen on clothes.
They think there is a demand for a clothes shop in their area.
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Who - which - that
Some link-words do not add meaning - they only join. And is an example 
of such a link-word.
Other very useful link words which do not have meaning are who, which, 
whose and that. We had examples in the passage above:

Use "which" to join the pairs of sentences below. You will use it to 
replace the words in bold. For example:
The doctor felt the patient's pulse. The pulse was very slow.
The doctor felt the patient's pulse, which was very slow.

1. A horserider, with a red warning flag, preceded the train. The train 
was greeted by a crowd of 40,000 at Stockton.

2. Ice is slippery because it is covered with water. Water lubricates 
like oil.

3. The pleural membrane produces the fluid. The fluid lubricates the 
surface in the region of contact between the lungs and the thorax.

4. The lower ribs are raised upwards and outwards by contraction of 
the intercostal muscles. The intercostal muscles run obliquely 
from one rib to the next.
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All food is liable in time to deteriorate and decay, but the rate at which 
this happens depends upon the type of food and the conditions under 
which it is kept.
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In the examples below the which sentence (B) fits into the middle of 
sentence A. For instance:

A. The Great Exhibition was a huge 
success.

B. Queen Victoria opened the Exhibition in 
1851.

The Great Exhibition, which Queen Victoria opened in 1851, was a great 
success.
Replace the words in bold below with "which" and insert sentence B into 
the middle of sentence A.

1. A. Birmingham is a very fine place to live.

B. Birmingham is the second largest city in the country.

2. A. The book has disappeared.

B. 1 put the book on the table.

3. A. The soluble part passes through the filter paper.

B. The soluble part is in solution.

4. A. In the dogfish the front lobes of the fore-brain are very 
large and well-developed.

B. The dogfish hunts its prey by smell.

5. A. In the salmon the optic lobes of the mid-brain are much 
larger than the fore-brain.

B. The salmon depends more on sight for capturing food.

6. A. The point on the ladder is called the centre of gravity.

B. It balances at this point.

7. A. Other countries are Gambia and Senegal.

B. Other countries depend to a great extent on one product.

8. A. Disraeli's measures did much to accustom Englishmen to 
the idea of the public control of private health.

B. His opponents derided Disraeli's measures as 'a 
plumber's policy'.
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Join the groups of sentences below into single sentence, using 'and' 
and 'which'. (You may miss out some words.)

1. The soluble part passes through the filter paper. The soluble part is in 
solution.
The soluble part is collected in the flask.

2. Enzymes have the effect of speeding up natural processes. These 
natural processes would otherwise take place slowly. Their rate of action 
increases in the presence of warmth.

3. British chests swelled to the strains of 'Rule Britannia'.
The British were proud of the patches of red on the map of the world. 
The patches of red on the map of the world showed how wide British 
possessions were.

4. Ultra High Temperature (UHT) is a new method of quick sterilisation.
In this method of quick sterilisation milk is heated to 275°-284°F (134°- 
140°C) for two seconds.
The milk is then hermetically sealed in sterile containers.

5. Prepared suet is purified fat.
The fat has been shredded.
The fat has been mixed with wheat or rice flour to stop the pieces 
sticking together.

6. By the end of the 1860's the screw-propeller had triumphed over the 
paddle-wheel.
The ship was ideal for cable-laying.
Cable-laying became her main function.

7. One feature of the steel ships was the double-bottom.
The steel ships followed.
This feature was later made compulsory in passenger ships.

But .... although .... however ....
Some link-words do carry a meaning. Often we want to put together two 
things that contrast with one another. For example: He is very rich. He is  
very mean.
To express contrast we can use the conjunction but:
He is very rich, but he is very mean.
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We can join these sentences the other way round by using although:
Although he is very rich, he is very mean.

OR He is very mean, although he is very rich.
In academic texts, we often find however and nevertheless to express the 
same idea:

He is very rich. However, he is very mean.
OR He is very rich. Nevertheless, he is very mean.

Join the pairs of sentences below:
Use but or although for some of them (joining them into one sentence). 
Join some of them with however or nevertheless (leaving them as two 
sentences.)
Change the order of (a) and (b), if necessary.

1. a In the end, Italy negotiated directly with Yugoslavia and kept 
Istria.

b She did not get Dalmatia.

2. a Relief affects the climate of the area, as the atmosphere tends 
to become cooler, the higher up a mountain one goes.

b Climate also has an effect on relief, because rain, wind and ice 
gradually wear away the hills.

3. a 'One-egg' twins are the same sex and are identical in nearly 
every physical respect.

b Differences in position and blood-supply while in the uterus 
may cause them to differ initially in weight and vigour.

4. a Improved techniques in deep freezing have contributed to the 
popularity of vegetables.

b Vegetables are still more widely used on the continent.

5. a When cut and polished, diamonds are very beautiful stones.

b Their value lies more in their rarity than in their beauty.

6. a You can push a drawing pin into a piece of wood.
b You cannot push your finger into the wood even if you exert a 

larger force.
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We may choose to use longer sentences in everyday language or in 
stories.
Join some of these sentences together, using "and" and 
"moreover".
The car wouldn't start that morning.
Reg was furious.
He stamped his feet.
He shouted at the children.
Finally, he phoned the garage to demand a replacement car immediately.
He told them what he thought about them.

Rewrite the passage, adding the information below. Use who or 
which.
Reg had an important meeting at 9.00.
The children kept out of the way.
He had used that garage for many years.

Rewrite the passage again, adding this information. Use "but", 
"although", "however" or "nevertheless".
The car had been serviced only the day before.
Reg was usually a mild-tempered man.
It was not the children's fault.

Look back at the written work you have done recently in all subjects. 
See if you can improve the style, by writing longer sentences.
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Chapter 18 - Long Sentences 
from Short Sentences

Time , condition and manner

In this chapter you will learn:
• that we usually write about things in the order in 

which they occur in time.
• that we use link-words to make the time order clear.
• to use link-words that indicate condition.
• to answer the question "How?" (manner)
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Time: (1) Stories
We usually tell stories, give instructions etc. in the order in which things 
occur in time. For example:

Put these sentences below into time order, so as to make a story:
a) Margaret woke at half-past nine.
b) At last her chance came.
c) She got dressed quickly and ran all the way to school.
d) Mrs Snodgrass said, "You're in no condition to play for the school. 

You've lost your place in the team."
e) For years Margaret had hoped to be chosen for the netball team.
f) That Saturday morning Margaret's alarm clock did not go off.
g) She heard the whistle blowing on the playing field.
h) Mrs Snodgrass told her she could play Centre-Attack in the match 

on Saturday morning.
i) When she got there, she had a stitch and was too breathless to 

speak
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All Ranjit's friends had bikes and Ftanjit wanted one too. His cousin  
gave him his old bike and Ranjit was overjoyed. But his father said he 
must pass his proficiency test. Ranjit went to classes and passed first  
time. At last he could join his friends on their cycle rides.
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Time: (2) Experiments
We normally write up scientific experiments in the order in which things are 
done in time.
Put the sections below into the correct time order:

Separating a mixture of salt and water

A. The soluble part, which is in solution, passes through the filter 
paper and is collected in the flask. This part is called the filtrate.

B. The mixture is added to water, warmed and stirred. The soluble 
part, salt, will dissolve in water, and the insoluble part, sand, will 
not.

C. The filtrate is evaporated to drive off the water, re-forming the 
original solid, salt.

D. The mixture is then filtered. The insoluble part remains in the filter 
paper and is called the residue.
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Time: Link-words
In Chapter 17 we studied how to join sentences using and, which and 
but.
In this chapter we shall be using link-words which help our readers 
understand when things happen.

In the box are some words which point up the time:

Use them to fill the gaps in the sentences below:
1. Ranjit was allowed to ride his bike, .................... he passed his test.
2. Ranjit was not allowed to ride his bike, ............................ he had 

passed his test.
3. Ranjit was very happy, ............................................ he cycled off 

with his friends.
4. Margaret heard the whistle, ............................................ she was 

running.
5. Margaret knew she was late, ........................................... she woke 

up.
6. Margaret had wanted to play netball for the school, .................. she 

was a little girl.

We can re-order the sentences above. For example:
After he passed his test, Ranjit was allowed to ride his bike.

Rewrite the sentences above, starting with the link-word.
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before after since as soon as 
when until once as while
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Time words in academic English
The time words have been missed out of the sentences below.
Write down a suitable one for each space.

1. Hay is grown and dried on wire fences or wooden 
poles .......................... being stored.

2.  ......................... taking the animals to the summer farm, the farmers 
must stay there for the three summer months.

3. Milk churns will be placed in the stream to keep them 
cool, ......................one of the family is ready to take them away.

4.  .........................large quantities of natural gas were discovered under 
the North Sea, ordinary gas or Town Gas, was made from coal.

5. Preserved food may be used, ............................. fresh food is not 
available.

6. A few bacteria must be held at a temperature of 240°F(116°C) for 10 
minutes or more, ...................................... they are destroyed.
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Condition
A very important joining-word is if. It is the way we introduce the 
condition which applies if something is to happen.
We use if in everyday life. For example:

Match the sentences in column 2 below with a suitable clause of 
condition from column 1.

1 2

1. If we had some money. (a) we'll all go to the wedding.

2. If the baby wakes, (b) take a torch.
3. If Farad gets married, (c) we all wear ear-plugs.
4. If you go out in the dark, (d) we'd share the housework.
5. If you change the air pressure, (e) change his nappy.

6. If I had my way, (f) the temperature at which water 
boils also changes.

7. If she practises the piano. (g) we could buy Christmas 
presents

Join the pairs of sentences below, using "if":
1 a Your washing machine is not working properly.

b Read the instructions.

2 a The door cannot be opened
b Turn the wash programme selector to the starting 

position
3 a The programme does not start.

b Check that the machine is plugged in.
4 a There is too little laundry in the drum.

b This may lead to vibration.

5 a The machine is over-sudsing.
b Use less powder for the next wash.
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If you make a lot of noise, the baby will wake up. If he wakes up, he 
will howl. If he howls, you will not be able to watch your favourite 
television programme in peace.
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Other words introducing condition
Sometimes we use unless instead of if not. For example:

If you do not keep quiet, you will wake him.
Unless you keep quiet, you will wake him.

We also use these words:
Provided that you use it carefully, the machine will last for years.
Sometimes the machine goes badly wrong. In that case, call out the engineer.
Be sure to turn off the tap when you have finished washing your hands. 
Otherwise, we shall have a flood.
Rewrite the sentences below using the words above instead of if.

1. If your hi-fi seems to be faulty, carry out the following procedures.
2. If there is a railway line in the valley, the milk may be sent to the co-

operative dairy by train.
3. No machine will work if the power is not turned on.
4. If the temperature is not held at 116°C for ten minutes or more, some 

bacteria will survive.
5. The Government was afraid of riots if there was not a strong military 

pressure.
If is especially important in writing up experiments in Science, because the scientist 
tries to keep all the conditions (or variables) constant, except the one s/he is 
experimenting with. It is also necessary in writing up a process.
For example:
Separating mixtures using a solvent

Join the following pairs of sentences, using if.
1.A. The mixture is added to water, warmed and stirred.
   B. The soluble part, salt, will dissolve in water.
2.A. The mixture is then filtered.
   B. The insoluble part remains in the filter paper.
3.A. The filtrate is evaporated.
   B. The original solid, salt, is re-formed.
4.A. Food is swallowed hastily without chewing.
   B. Ptyalin does not have time to do its work and indigestion may result.
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If a mixture consists of two solids, one of which will dissolve in a solvent and the 
other of which will not, a solvent may be used to separate the mixture. Take, for 
example, a mixture of salt and sand.
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Manner (How?)
Very often examination questions ask the candidates to explain how something is 
done. For example:
History: Explain how surgeons tried to overcome these problems before the 

nineteenth century.
Biology: State one way in which the spread of disease in humans can be 

prevented, and for the example you use, explain how the method 
works.

English Literature: Examine in detail in your answer how the heroine or
hero is presented in one or more of the texts you have studied, and 
examine how you think the author's opinion of the character is 
conveyed.

Answers to the question "How?" tell us the manner in which something was done.
A useful way of answering such questions is to use the construction by -ing. For 
example:
Question: How did the student stop the dog annoying the driver?
Answer: By building a barrier to keep him in the back of the car.
Below are some actions and underneath some sentences answering the question 
"How?" (not in the right order).
Choose the appropriate "How?" sentence and join it to the statement by 
turning it into a "by -ing" construction.

Actions

1. Mr. and Mrs. Davies want to stop working for other people.

2. Bacteria can be killed.

3. Britain secured its trade.

4. Chemicals can be produced from coal.

5. Mixtures can sometimes be separated.

6. The farmers of Western Norway manage to make a living.

How?
A) Britain controlled the shipping routes.
B) Destructive distillation can be used.
C) A solvent can be used.
D) Bacteria can be frozen.
E) Mr. and Mrs. Davies set up their own business.
F) Norwegian farmers use transhumance.
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Fill in the gaps in the texts below. For example: 1.(1) but.
The words you will need are given in the box above the texts (but not in the 
right order).

1. and but if so that

Modern table settings are usually fairly simple,...(1)...care is needed to 
ensure that cutlery, dishes, etc. are ready to hand ...(2)... that the food is 
easily served ...(3)... looks attractive and appetizing. Much time and labour 
can be saved ...(4)... everything is planned. Linen, china and cutlery should 
be stored, ...(5)... they are easily available.

2. and before until when which

Food is any substance ...(1)..., ...(2)... swallowed, provides the body with 
material ...(3)... enables it to function. Food does not become part of the 
body ...(4)... cannot fulfil any of its functions...(5)...it has entered the 
bloodstream through the walls of the digestive tract. ...(6)...this absorption 
into the bloodstream can take place, the food must be converted into simple 
soluble substances.

3. and because if until when

a)An iron ship floats ...(1)... it displaces a large amount of water...(2)...the 
pressure of the surrounding water exerts a large upthrust on it. ...(3)...a ship 
weighs 100 million newton, then it must sink into the water ...(4)... it 
displaces 100 million newton of water.
b)...(5)...your teacher can supply you with a balloon filled with hydrogen, tie 
a long piece of string to it ...(6)... then cut off bits of string ...(7)...the balloon 
just floats in mid-air. What happens ...(8)... you take it into a colder room? 
Why?
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4 but finally in this way

such as then until whenever

The Preparation of Rhombic Sulphur
Rhombic crystals are formed ...(1)... a solution of sulphur is allowed to 
evaporate at a temperature below 96°C. Sulphur is not soluble in water, ...
(2)... it does dissolve in organic solvents ...(3)... methylbenzene. Sulphur 
powder is stirred into warm methylbenzene (below 96°C) ...(4)... a 
saturated solution is formed. The solution is ...(5)...quickly filtered. ...
(6)... ,it is allowed to evaporate slowly in an evaporating basin covered 
with a filter paper ...(7) … large yellow crystals may be formed.

5 and as but if

so that then when while

The Preparation of Monoclinic Sulphur
Monoclinic crystals of sulphur are formed ...(1)...a solution of sulphur is 
allowed to crystallize above 96°C. The same solvent ...(2)... was used for 
rhombic sulphur may be used again, ...(3)... it must be heated nearly to its 
boiling point (110°C) ...(4)... a hot,saturated solution is formed. This is ...
(5)... allowed to crystallize ...(6)... the test tube containing the solution is 
kept in boiling water,...(7)...the crystals form above the transition 
temperature of 96°C. Long, pale yellow crystals of monoclinic sulphur are 
formed. ...(8)...the test tube of solution is removed from the boiling 
water, ...(9)...allowed to cool down, the long crystals quite quickly break 
down into smaller rhombic crystals.
Look through your written work in all subjects. See where you could 
improve the style by joining sentences with link-words (such as when and 
if).
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Chapter 19 - Long Sentences 
from Short Sentences (3)

Cause, effect and purpose

In this chapter you will learn:
• to use link-words answering the question "Why?"
• to distinguish between time and cause
• to emphasise cause or effect
• to express purpose
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Cause
The time link-words, which we studied in the last chapter, introduce 
answers to the question: when? Other joining-words introduce 
statements that answer the question why? For example:
"Why did the chicken cross the road?"
"Because it wanted to get to the other side."
We can join these sentences into one, using because:
The chicken crossed the road because it wanted to get to the other side
Match the sentences in the first column with their causes in the 
second column.
For example: l.(f)
1. Margaret missed the match a because we forgot to water them.

2. Ranjit passed his test first 
time b because he was unhappy.

3. The plants died c because 1 need some shopping.
4. He was crying d because he was eager to ride his 

bike.
5. 1 must go to town e because she was ill.

6. She had to go to hospital f because she was late.

Other words introducing cause
We can use other conjunctions to link cause and effect. For example:

Since

Because

As

I had no money, I had to walk home.

We can also put the cause at the beginning of the sentence, as in the 
example above.

Write out the sentences above, using "since" or "as" instead of 
"because". Put the cause first. For example:
Since she was late, Margaret missed the match.
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Time or cause?
You may have noticed that as and since can be used to introduce either 
the time or the cause. For example:

She has worked here since she left school. (Time)
We shall go without him, since he is not ready. (Cause)

All the statements in the sentences below are introduced by "as" or 
"since." Which tell us the time? Which tell us the cause?
For example: 1. cause 2. time

1. I'll ask my uncle for advice about money, as he is an accountant.
2. I have not seen my sister since she went to Australia.
3. Since you've read the instructions, you ought to be able to get the 

thing to work.
4. Since you went away, a lot has happened.
5. I'll lend you the money, as I've just been paid.
6. I'll do the job myself, since you can't be trusted to do it properly.
7. As the train pulled out of the station, she remembered she hadn't 

posted the letter.
8. Since Helen arrived, things have been much easier.
9. As he was running for the bus, he tripped.
10. As you are the oldest, you should go in first.
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Effect
Sometimes we stress the cause of something, as in the examples above.
Sometimes we want to stress the effect, and there are a number of words 
we can use for this. For example:
He was unhappy, so he cried.
Margaret was late. Thus, she missed the match.
Ranjit was eager to ride his bike. Therefore, he passed his test first time. 
We forgot to water the plants. Hence, they died.
She was ill. Consequently, she had to go to hospital.
Note: So is used to join sentences. Thus, therefore, hence and 
consequently
point up the effect but the sentences remain separate.
These words sound rather stuffy in the examples above. They are, 
however, very common in academic English.
Rewrite the sentences below, inserting one of the words or phrases 
in the box into each of the spaces.

1. Few workmen had sufficient capital to finance themselves for long 
periods.  ............................................. they were forced to borrow.

2. Over-heating hardens the protein. The food 
will.................................... become tough and indigestible.

3. The used fuel is highly radioactive ............................................ it is 
left in giant underground water tanks.

4. The cooling fins on the back of a refrigerator are dull 
black.................................. they will radiate more heat away.

5. Life in a village is often quiet. Young people, ................................... 
tend to move away.

6. Vertebrates have no enzyme for digesting 
cellulose ...................................... they depend on bacterial action 
for its digestion.
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Rewrite the sentences above, emphasizing the cause instead of the
effect.
Use "because", "since" or "as", and join the sentences together.
For example:

1. Since few workmen had sufficient capital to finance themselves for  
long periods, they were forced to borrow.

Rewrite the sentences below, emphasising the effect instead of the 
cause.
You will have to make two sentences out of one. Use one of the words 
in the box:

For example:
Cause: Friction is often a nuisance, since it converts kinetic energy into 

heat.
Effect: Friction converts kinetic energy into heat. As a result, it is often 

a nuisance.
1. Because foodcrops are grown as subsistence crops for the farmer 

and his family to live off, they are found mainly near the settlement.
2. As sulphur dioxide has a boiling point of -10°C, it can easily be 

liquified by pressurising it to about three times atmospheric pressure.
3. Milk may easily become a breeding place for bacteria because it has 

such a high nutritional value.
4. Since no new source of grain appeared until later in the century, the 

expected flood of imported foreign corn did not occur.
5. Higher temperatures cannot be used as they will cause the burning of 

the humus in the soil.
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Purpose
If we understand cause and effect in the world, we can interfere to try to 
make things happen in the way we want. In other words, we can act with 
purpose.
The question "Why?" can ask about the cause, as we have seen. It can 
also ask about the purpose. For example:
Why did she go to hospital?
She went to hospital, so (that) she could get treatment.
She went to hospital, for treatment.
She went to hospital, to get treatment.
Match the actions with the purpose for which they are done. For 
example:
1. E

Actions

1. I decided to make a drinks trolley.

2. A solvent can sometimes be used.

3. Britain had to take control of other parts of the world.
4. Destructive distillation is still used.
5. The aim of preservation is to preserve foodstuffs at their most 

nutritious stage.
6. Norwegian farmers take their cattle up the mountains.

7. By understanding these processes, it is possible to intervene.

Purposes

A. to produce coke and chemicals.

B. to secure the sea-routes for British shipping.

C. to separate mixtures.
D. to make use of the summer grazing.

E. so that people would not leave their glasses all over the house.

F. so as to delay the decay of food.
G. so that they may be used when fresh food is not available.
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Writing Academic English
In the course of the chapters called Long Sentences from Short 
Sentences,
we have studied some of the most important link-words. This will help us 
write in a better style of Academic English.
We shall now practise using a lot of different link-words. The words that you 
will need are given in the box above each text (but not in the right order)
Fill in the gaps in the texts below: For example: 1. (1) where.

1. And    before    especially     if

or    until    when    where

Higher up the valleys are the outfields . . . (1) . .. hay is grown . . .  ( 2 )  . .  . 
dried on wire fences . . . (3) . . . wooden poles . . . (4) . . . being stored as 
winter fodder. Some grass is stored green for silage, . . . (5) . . . that 
harvested late in the y e a r. . .  (6) . . .  it will be difficult to dry it. . . . (7) . .. 
there is a mountain stream nearby, milk churns will be placed in it to keep 
them cool .. . ( 8 ) .  . . one of the family is ready to take them away.
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2 although    and    as    but    however

nevertheless    so that    when    which

. .. (1). . . coal became more and more expensive to mine, some town gas 
was made directly from oil by passing it over a catalyst at a high 
temperature. This gave a gas similar in composition to coal gas.
. . .(2) ... by 1972, most of Britain's gas supply came from natural gas 
from the North Sea oil beds. Town gas is no longer made for domestic 
use, . .. ( 3 ) . . .  coal is still destructively distilled to make coke and 
chemicals.
. . . (4) . . ., coal must not be dismissed ... ( 5 ) . . .  a fuel of the past. Many 
of our power stations burn coal to produce electricity and ... ( 6 ) . . .  our oil 
stocks run out, coal could come to be a major importance once again.
All food is liable in time to deteriorate and decay, . . . ( 7 ) .  . . the rate at . . 
. (8) . . . this happens depends upon the types of food ... (9) ... the 
conditions u n d e r. . .  ( 1 0 ) . . .  it is kept. The aim in preservation is to 
preserve food stuffs at their most nutritious stage . . . ( 11 ) . . .  they may be 
used . . . (12) . . . fresh food is not available.

3. and    as    because    but     for example

however    if    provided    so    which    who

... (1) ... a mixture consists of two solids, one of. . . (2) . . . will dissolve in 
a solvent, and the other of .. . (3) . . . will not, the solvent may be used to 
separate the mixture. Take, . . .(4) . . ., salt and sand. The mixture is 
added to the water, warmed . . . (5) . .. stirred. The soluble part, salt, will 
dissolve in water, . . . (6). . . the insoluble part, sand, will not.
Poverty was still with the people ... ( 7 ) . . . . . . .  (8) . .  . was as near as the
stinking alleys off Oxford Street. . . (9) . .. the miserable back streets of 
the East End. The authorities were very worried about the crowds . . . 
(10). . . would throng the Exhibition, . . . ( 11 ) . . .  they still remembered the 
riots of the 1840s, ... (12) . .. three cavalry regiments, seven foot 
battalions, two regiments of Lancers, ... (13) ... six thousand police were 
on call in the park. Such precautions were not necessary, .. . (14). . . 
Crowds flocked from far and wide to see the wonders of the Crystal 
Palace, . . . (15) . . . they were in good spirits . . . (16) .. . there was no 
trouble.
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Chapter 20 - Examination 
questions

Using problem - solution

In this chapter you will learn:
• how examinations relate to learning
• to apply Problem - Solution to some G.C.S.E. 

examination
• to revise systems
• to recognise systems in examination questions
• to understand what the examiners are asking for.
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Examination technique
Many candidates understand their subject well, but do not do well in 
examinations, because they have not studied the special techniques of 
passing examinations.
In this chapter we shall look at some G.C.S.E. examination questions 
from across the curriculum, using the patterns we have studied in this 
book.
Note that you do not have to have studied the particular subject - or be 
able to answer the question - in order to study the pattern of the question.

Discuss these questions:
How long are the examinations in your subjects?
How many questions do you have to answer in that time?
Who do you know who does well in examinations? Who does badly? 
Why?
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Problem - Solution
In chapters 6-8 of this book we learned that we most commonly think within 
the structure:

Examination questions also use this framework.
We shall look at some of the ways candidates can use this pattern in order 
to understand what the examiner is asking them to do. We shall do this 
under the following headings:
1.Explicit use of Problem – Solution

Explicit means clear or open.
Sometimes the examination question is explicitly based on the Problem - 
Solution model. It may even use the word problem in the question.

2.Implicit use of Problem - Solution 
Implicit means hidden or taken for granted.
Often the examination question uses the Problem - Solution pattern, but 
does not spell it out.
3.Using only part of the Problem - Solution pattern
Often we study a subject in terms of Situation - Problem - Solution - 
Outcome, but the examiner sets a question which uses only part of this 
pattern.
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1. Explicit use of Problem - Solution
History: surgery in the nineteenth century.

LEARNING THE SUBJECT
In studying the History of Medicine in the Nineteenth Century candidates 
will have learned it in the Problem - Solution pattern:
Put the information in the box below into the pattern:

A.Situation
B.Problem 1.
C.Solution 1.
D.Problem 2.
E.Solution 2.
F.Outcome.-

For example: A. 6

Read your answer aloud to make sure it makes sense.
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1. In the 1840's doctors in the U.S.A. discovered howto use ether 
as an anaesthetic (pain killer).

2. Before the nineteenth century patients died because of infection 
by germs.

3. Many more patients underwent surgery successfully as a result 
of these discoveries.

4. Pasteur's discovery of germs led to the development of 
antiseptics to prevent infection.

5. Before the nineteenth century many patients died of shock 
because of the pain of the operation.

6. Surgeons always have to operate using the technology of their 
time.
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ANSWERING THE EXAMINATION QUESTION
The following question tests whether the candidate understands the main 
ideas of the subject. This question makes explicit use of the Problem - 
Solution pattern.
Read the question below:

Below are answers to questions (a) to (c):
Copy the chart and fill it in from the ideas in the box below.

1 2

(a) Problems

(b) Solutions before C19

(c) Solutions during C19

A. making the patient drunk B. antiseptics

C. the patient bit on something D. anaesthetics

E. infection F. pain control

G. no solutions
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2. Implicit use of Problem – Solution
Biology: prevention of disease.

LEARNING THE SUBJECT
Match the problems with their solutions:
Problems Solutions
1. germs cause diseases a. prevention of disease by halting the 

transmission

2. disease b. kill bacteria by freezing etc.

3. bacteria cause food to 
become poisonous

c. vaccination means germs have fewer 
hosts to infect

Discuss these points:
Which of the problems and solutions above is very general? 
Which of the problems and solutions are particular?
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ANSWERING THE EXAMINATION QUESTION
The question below does not use the words "Problem - Solution", but it still 
follows that pattern.

How many examples are you asked for?
Choose enough (and no more) of the information above to answer the 
question.
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3. Using part of the Problem - Solution pattern (1)
Catering: packaging of foods.

LEARNING THE SUBJECT
Put the statements below into the order:
A. Situation    B. Problem    C. Solution    D. Outcome

1. This can be overcome by the use of appropriate materials.
2. The foods are packaged so that they reach the customer in good 

condition.
3. Some types of food are difficult to package safely.
4. Manufacturers need to package food for sale.

This is the most general statement of the problems and solutions 
underlying this question. Below are some particular problems.

Match them with their solutions:
Problems Solutions

1. wetness a. strong material

2. sharp points b. non-porous material
3. acidity c. solid container
4. bruising d. material which is not chemically active
5. need to let air in. e. wrapping with holes in it.
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ANSWERING THE QUESTION
The question below does not ask the candidates to explain the whole 
Problem - Solution structure, but it does expect that they will have learned 
the subject in that framework.

Which problems in the list opposite affect dehydrated soap, pickled onions 
and crusty bread?

Exam technique
How many reasons are you asked for in each part of the question?
Use the information above to answer the examination question, giving only 
the number of reasons that are asked for.

Making up examination questions
Make up your own examples of foodstuffs which are packaged in a 
particular way in order to avoid one or more of the problems above.
Write out the examination question replacing the examples with your own. If 
you are working with a partner, invite him/her to answer it.
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3. Using part of the Problem - Solution pattern (2)
Read the question below:
(Note: the answers are filled in.)
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Put the statements below into the correct order:

Situation - Problem - Solution – Outcome

1. They survived.
2. Some people were taking part in a Round the World boat race.
3. They made an apparatus for getting pure water from seawater.
4. They ran out of drinking water.

Discuss this point:
Which part of the Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome pattern do you 
use to answer the question?

Theory - Practice
This examination question is a further example of having to ask a question 
and get the answer before you can solve a problem.
What is the scientific question you have to ask in order to solve the 
problem? What is the answer?

The part of the pattern Situation - Problem - Solution - Outcome which you 
need for this question is contained in the Solution section.
The question which has to be asked in order to solve the problem is: "How 
do you get pure water out of sea water?"
The answer is: "Distillation".
To get good marks on this question, the candidate has to understand the 
system of distillation. This can be used to solve many other problems.

Think of other uses of distillation which could replace the problem 
encountered in the Round the World boat race. 

Rewrite the question, using your own example.
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Revision: Systems
Distillation in the question we have just been studying is a system.
We studied systems in Book 2. We have a system when several 
processes work together to make something happen.

What two processes make up the system of distillation?

Below is an examination question which asks candidates to name a 
number of systems.
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It is also possible to ask questions on just one of the systems. For example: 
Skeletal system:

What bone contains the brain?
OR
What does the skull do?
OR
What is the function of the skull?

Take it in turn to make up and answer similar questions on each of the 
parts of the systems above.
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Here is another example of an examination question which demands that 
the candidate understands a system:

The question on the cell shows the parts of the system. Each part has a 
different function (that is, work to do).
Match the part of the plant cell with its function:
1. cell wall a photosynthesis
2. membrane b forms a protective outer structure
3. chloroplast c controls the operation of the cell and carries the 

D.N.A.
4. nucleus d allows the passage of chemicals in and out of 

the cell

Exam technique
How many words is the candidate asked to write to answer this 
question?
Choose from the information above enough to answer the question.

Be an examiner
Use this diagram to make up three more questions about the system 
of the cell.
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Summary
Choose the answer to the questions below, which will ensure you 
pass your examinations:

1.When you are studying a subject, it is most important: 
a  to learn as many facts as possible
b  to learn the general principles of the subject 
c  to please your teacher

2.Examination questions:
a  sometimes use an obvious Problem - Solution pattern 
b  never use an obvious Problem - Solution pattern 
c  always use an obvious Problem - Solution pattern

3.If the question asks you for one reason, how many do you give: 
a  one
b  two
c  as many as you can think of
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Look at examination questions in the subjects you are studying. 
Consider these points:

Is this question based on Problem - Solution?
Is the candidate asked for the whole of the Problem - Solution pattern or 
only part of it?
Is the question about a system? Is the candidate asked for all or only part 
of the system?

Ask your teacher to show you good and bad answers to the 
questions you are looking at. S/he will tell you how the marks are 
allotted.
(If you are studying alone, you can ask the examination boards to supply  
you with specimen papers.)
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You will find that you get marks only for what you have been asked for. 
If the question asks for one reason, you will not get any marks for 
giving a second reason (however important it is).
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Chapter 21 - Examination 
questions

Using general - particular

In this chapter you will learn:
• to apply the General - Particular pattern to 

examination questions
• to revise abstract nouns (variables)
• to look for variables in examination questions
• to use the mark scheme
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General - particular
LEARNING

In chapters 9 and 10 of this book we learned to make a general statement 
and then illustrate it with a particular example. For instance:

ANSWERING THE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
Nearly all examination questions deal, in one way or another, with general 
ideas. These are used together with a particular example.
Here are three ways in which this pattern occurs:

All pieces of music have sounds, speed, rhythm etc. These are the 
general ideas in the question.

What particular piece of music must the candidates use?
a  one they have studied in class?
b  their favourite piece of music?
c  the one played to them in the examination?
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Not all bacterial action is harmful. For example, lactic acid bacteria 
play an important part in cheesemaking.
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General - Particular 2.
Sometimes an examination question gives the candidates the general ideas 
and asks them to supply their own particular examples.

The candidates will have studied the general theory of what it means to be 
the hero(ine) of a novel. They will have considered such factors as good 
looks, wealth, honesty etc.
The particular examples will be taken from the text(s) they have studied. A 
good answer might begin:

Replace the particular example in the box above with one from a novel 
you have read yourself.
Here are some more general statements about the heroes and heroines of 
fiction. 
Add examples from your own reading.
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One characteristic of the traditional hero or heroine is that s/he is tall  
and handsome. However, this is not always the case. For example,  
Jane Eyre is regarded by herself and others as "little" and "plain".

The hero(ine)s of most novels have basically good characters. 
Otherwise we would not find them sympathetic. But they may have 
weaknesses.
For example
In many novels the hero or heroine is poor. For example A hero or 
heroine has to suffer. For example
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General - Particular 3.
Sometimes the candidate is given a particular example.

What do you need to know to answer this question? Choose one or 
more of the ideas below:

a   How to advise Mr. Merit on dieting
b   What is meant by "maximum absolute error"
c   Why Mr. Merit is overweight
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What the candidate gets marks for in this question is two numbers. Mr. 
Merit's case is merely one example of the way such calculations can be 
used. It introduces the question, but no marks are attached to it.

Replace Mr. Merit's problem with another particular example which the 
calculation can be used to solve. 

Read again each of the examination questions in Chapter 20 . Ask 
yourself:

1. Does this question supply the candidates with a particular example?
2. Does this question ask the candidates to supply their own examples?
3. Does this question give a particular example merely to introduce the 

task which the candidate has to do?

Read the whole question
We can see from the question opposite how important it is for the candidate 
to read the whole question before beginning to answer.
If you only read the first sentence, you might think that the question is about 
Mr. Merit. We have seen that this is not so - the question is about 
mathematics.

Look again at each of the questions you have studied so far in the last 
chapter and this one.
Read the first sentence and ask yourself: "What does this question seem to 
be about?"
Read the whole question and ask yourself: "What is this question really 
about?"
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General - Particular: ideas - facts
We have seen that examination questions are about ideas. Here we shall 
revise the part of Book 2 which considered the kind of words which 
express general ideas.
In Book 2 we learned that what makes academic language different from 
everyday language is that it is about ideas. We use these ideas to make 
general statements. We then give a fact as a particular example.
The words for facts are usually concrete nouns. The words for ideas are 
usually abstract nouns.
Concrete nouns name people, things and places which exist in the real 
world. They name facts. We perceive what is named by concrete nouns 
with our senses - we can see, touch or hear them.
Abstract nouns are words for ideas. You cannot see, touch or hear the 
ideas named by abstract nouns. Abstract nouns enable us to think about 
the world in a theoretical or academic way.

Which of the words in the box below are abstract and which are 
concrete?

weight iron clock time surgeon pain

kindness scar death germ heroism Mr. Darcy

Processes and properties
Some abstract nouns name processes. Such nouns are made from 
verbs. For example:
Verb (to) preserve(to) grow (to) be
Noun (the) preservation (the) growth (the) being
Other abstract nouns name properties (or qualities). They are made 
from adjectives. For example:
Adjective (a) kind (person) (a) suitable (job) (a) cold (climate)
Noun (the) kindness (the) suitability (the) cold / coldness
Which of the nouns in the box below name processes and which 
name qualities or properties?

thoughtfulness prosperity height grief treatment

farming distillation warmth freezing dissolving

evaporation cruelty altitude separation depth
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Variables in examination questions
In Book 2 we learned that most G.C.S.E. examination questions are based 
on ideas.
These ideas are called variables, because the idea covers an infinite 
variety of particular facts. Take, for example speed. The idea of speed 
contains all the varieties of speed, which we meet in the real world. 
Particular events may be very fast or very slow - or anything in between. 
Speed is a general idea which can act as a variable.

Speed is one of the variables in the question above. There are eight others. 
What are they?
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Using variables in examination questions
In the questions above the words for the variables are given in the 
question. Often you have to find your own variables.
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To answer questions c (i) and (iii), all you have to do is read off the 
information from the pie-chart.
To answer questions c (ii) and (iv), you need to think about the variables. 

Choose from the box below two variables to answer each question:

Make up your own ideas to answer this question.

To answer question d, you also need variables.
Choose six factors from the list below to answer question d.

stability of adult relationships unemployment

parents wanting children financial worries

violence shared laughter

strict discipline support of relatives

a big house and a car corporal punishment

a regular income good health

Make up your own ideas to answer this question.
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financial independence of women 
the courts' granting custody of the children to the woman 
that rearing children is traditionally regarded as women's work 
greater ease of divorce
women's fear of being too old to bear children
male desertion and infidelity being the cause of many divorces
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Using the marking scheme
Sometimes the examiners indicate at the side of each question, the 
marks allocated to that question.
Look through all the examination questions in this chapter and the 
last.
Use the mark scheme to help you decide when you should answer:

a in one word
b briefly, making one point
c briefly, making two or more points
d a detailed answer, which you have to construct yourself.
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Summary
There are three possible answers to each of the questions below. 
Choose the one which will help you pass your examinations.

1.  Examination questions:
a   Sometimes give particular examples 
b   Always give particular examples, 
c   Never give particular examples.

2.  You should start to write the answer to an examination question: 
a   When you have read the first sentence.
b   When you have read the whole question, 
c   When you have finished sharpening your pencil.

3.  If there is a marking scheme at the side of the question, what should you 
do?

a   Ignore it.
b   Spend time adding up the marks.
c   Use it to spend most time on the parts of the question carrying most 
marks.
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Look at examination questions in the subjects you are studying.
Read the whole question before answering the questions below:

What is this question about?
Ann I being asked to show that I understand some abstract ideas 
(variables)? What are they?
How do particular facts come into this question?

Ask your teacher to show you good and bad answers to the 
questions you are looking at. S/he will tell you how the marks are 
allotted.
(If you are studying alone, you can ask the examination boards to supply you 
with specimen papers.)
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You will find that it is not the longest answers which get the 
highest marks.
The highest marks go to the answers which show that the 
candidate has grasped the general ideas.
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Chapter 22 - Examination questions

Using compare - contrast

In this chapter you will learn:
• to apply the compare/contrast pattern to 

examination questions.
• to revise factors in learning
• to apply factors in examination questions
• to look at the examination paper as a whole
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Compare - contrast
In Chapters 13 and 14 of this book we studied the use of Compare - 
Contrast patterns in academic subjects.
We find this pattern in Examination questions too. Sometimes the 
examiners explicitly demand an answer in this pattern:

Explicit Compare/Contrast pattern

There are other words which clearly indicate that the Compare - Contrast 
pattern is required. For example:
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What word in the question below shows that a Compare - Contrast answer 
is expected?

What word in part (ii) of the question below shows that a Compare - 
Contrast answer is expected?

Look back at the question below and find the words which demand a 
Compare - Contrast answer:
Page 204 Home Economics: Child Development
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Factors
In Book 2 we studied how big ideas or problems have to be broken down 
into more manageable factors.
We also need to do this in answering examination questions.
Sometimes the examiners help us by spelling out the factors we need to 
consider. For example, the examiners could have set the question:

This would leave the candidates to think up all the features or factors 
which together make up a piece of music. In this case, however, the 
examiners have helpfully broken down the idea of music into factors:

What are the factors given in the question which make up the general 
idea of music? (In Chapter 21 we called these variables.)

Use the mark scheme to decide how the marks will be allotted.
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Factors: Finding your own
Look again at the History question on page 185. Here the candidates 
have to find their own factors. (The information required is given below the 
question on page 185.)
Write down two factors in the development of surgery in the 
nineteenth century.

Turn back to the Catering question on page 189.
There are several factors which make it desirable to package pickled 
onions in a glass jar. The information is given on page 188.
Write down two factors.
How many reasons are you asked for?
How many will you give in your answer?

Use the mark scheme to decide how the marks are allotted.
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Implicit Compare/Contrast questions
We have seen that some questions explicitly ask for a Compare / 
Contrast pattern in the answer. They use words like compare, contrast, 
similar, different, more, most etc.
Sometimes, however, the examiners want a Compare / Contrast answer 
without using these words.
Read again the question below:
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We have considered this question from the point of view of General - 
Particular. It is also a question which implicitly demands a Compare - 
Contrast answer.
The two ideas (or variables) which we are invited to compare are:

being perfect being a hero(ine)
These variables need to be broken down into factors before we can answer 
the question.
We chose one factor (or characteristic) when we began to answer this 
question in the last chapter (page 199):

Here we have chosen the factor appearance and contrasted the perfect 
heroine with one we have studied. We then give the particular example of 
Jane Eyre.
This is what a plan of our full answer might look like, using Jane Eyre as our 
text:

Factor  perfect hero(ine)  actual hero(ine)  

appearance tall, handsome little, plain

wealth very rich poor, has to work

temper sweet rebellious

friends many alone in the world

luck no problems many difficulties

Think about the hero or heroine of a novel you have read. Fill in the 
third column (actual hero(ine)), with the characteristics which 
describe your own example.
Change the factors to suit your own example if necessary.

Use the mark scheme to decide how the marks are allotted.
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One characteristic of the traditional hero or heroine is that s/he is tall and 
handsome. However, this is not always the case. For example, Jane Eyre is  
regarded by herself and others as "little " and "plain
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There is another question which we have already studied which 
implicitly demands a Compare / Contrast answer, using factors.
This is the Catering question on page 189. This implies a 
comparison between the different types of packaging.
What is the word in this question which implies a comparison?
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Read the question below:

What is the word in the above question which implies comparison?

The answer to this question is:

Body Types Sports

1. Ectomorph - tall, thin e.g high jump

2. Endomorph - short, rounded e.g. sumo wrestling

3. Mesomorph - medium, with 
big shoulders

e.g sprinting

What is the factor which includes these descriptions: tall, short, medium?
What is the factor which includes these descriptions: thin, rounded, with 
big shoulders?
(You will find them in the box below.)

age flexibility build stamina

height hairiness dexterity grace

Use the mark scheme to decide how the marks are allotted.
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Revision
The question that follows is taken from a paper in Sociology.
Study Items A and B. Then answer all parts of the question which 
follow.

Pick out one or more examples of the following kinds of questions:
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1. The question makes a general point and asks the candidate to 
give a particular example. Where will the candidate find the 
example?

2. The question draws on a contrast in the evidence. What words 
indicate this?

3. The question demands that the candidates provide their own factors.
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Use the mark scheme to decide which questions demand 1 point, 2 
points, and 3 points.
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Exams as a game
An exam is like a game. You cannot make up your own rules. These are 
set by others - in this case, the examiners. Unless you understand the 
rules, you will lose the game.

Play by the rules!
Spend the first five minutes of every exam checking out the rules:

1. How long have you got?
2. Can you choose the questions you answer or must you do them 

all?

Plan your strategy!
1. Divide the time so that you finish the paper.
2. If you have a choice, make it at the beginning and stick to it.
3. Answer the question you know best first. (Your brain will 

unconsciously be working on the others.)
4. Don't waste time worrying about the things you don't know. There 

are no marks for worry!
5. Some questions carry more marks than others. This is a rough 

guide to the time to spend on them. It is a guide to how many 
points you should make.

Read before you write!
1. Read the whole question before you start to write. Then you will 

know what it is about.
2. Do not be put off by particular examples - go for the general ideas.
3. If you have to write an answer out of your head, make a plan (of 

factors, for instance) and stick to it.
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Summary
There are three possible answers to each of the questions below. 
Choose the one that will help you pass your examination.
1.  If you have 2 hours to answer four questions with roughly equal marks, 
how long do you spend on each question?

a   an hour on one question, half an hour on two others and miss the 
fourth 
b   half an hour on each question
c   10 minutes planning your strategy at the beginning and 25 minutes 
on each question.

2.  All these things are important to academic success. Which is the most 
important:

a   quick legible handwriting 
b   memorising facts 
c   clear thinking

3.  If you have only a few minutes left for the last examination question, 
what do you do?

a   Burst into tears
b   Check the answers you have finished 
c   Jot down the main points of the answer to the last question.
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Look at whole examination papers in the subjects you will be taking. Read 
the instructions.
Do you have to answer all the questions or is there a choice?
If there is a choice, make your choice.
Plan the time you will allocate to each question.

Practise writing a whole examination.
Get a mark scheme and mark your own answers.
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